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INTRODUCTION: 
All scholars of Sub-Saharan African Studies have felt a major 
frustration arising from the absence of the kind of written records and 
historical monuments that characterize other civilizations such as 
Rome, Egypt, Greece and make the achievements of these 
civilizations easily accessible to archaeologists, linguists and 
historians. The absence of these records has given the impression 
that Black Africans had no part in the making of world civilizations 
and that the only history that can be credited to them is recent Anno 
Domini History after Muslim and Christian missionaries invaded the 
continent.  
 
 Intent on challenging this notion, we set upon the laborious project of 
searching out Africa‟s Pre-History and lost past. Our method was to 
go backwards in time, from the known to the unknown. The idea was 
that if Black Africans had any part in the making of world civilizations, 
the records would still exist in the surviving records of other 
continents. This method of approach has thrown up plenty of 
surprises indicating that Black Africans were the core creators of 
civilizations as far-flung as Sumer, Hindu Cush, Meso-America, 
China, to mention just a few.  
 
In 2001 while I was serving as Presidential Adviser on Arts and 
Culture, I was on tour of Nigerian Museums when I stumbled on the 
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ancient inscribed monoliths of Ikom Local Government in Cross River 
State, Nigeria, known internationally to researchers as Ikom 
Monoliths. Suspecting that the inscriptions on the monoliths are 
writings, I embarked upon another search – that of decoding the 
strange inscriptions so as to successfully prove that ancient Africans 
had written records. This took me to Ikom about three hundred 
kilometers from Calabar, Cross River State, Nigeria where there are 
about 300 of these inscribed stones, located in local communities in 
the forests and villages of Ikom Local Government. Between 2001 
and 2005, I set up a research team under the auspices of the United 
Nations Forum of Arts and Culture, for the purpose of advancing the 
monolith research. As our work on, the project metamorphosed into 
the Catherine Acholonu Research Center for African Cultural 
Sciences, which is still in its fledgling stages and is registered with the 
Corporate Affairs Commission under the name Catherine Acholonu 
Center for African Cultural Sciences.  
 
In 2004 our team attempted to isolate and decode the letters from the 
monoliths inscriptions through comparative analysis with other known 
ancient languages. We struggled with such writing systems as 
Egyptian Hieroglyphics, Sumerian Cuneiform and Proto-Cuneiform, 
Cretan Linea A, Phoenician, Hebrew, Dravidian Malayalam and 
Harappan, Chinese, etc. In 2004 when Engr. Ajay Prabhakar, an 
Indian Software Technology Engineer joined our staff as Country 
Programs Coordinator of the UN Forum of Arts and Culture, we co-
opted him into the monolith research. Interestingly it was Engr. 
Prabhakar who drew our attention to some bizarre inscriptions on a 
sacred pot-stand among the Igbo-Ukwu bronze artifacts unearthed by 
British archaeologist Thurstan Shaw in the 1960s and celebrated 
worldwide as being in a superlative class of its own among Africa‟s 
ancient Bronze monuments. The Igbo Ukwu symbols were the key 
that led to the successful deciphering of first series the monoliths 
inscriptions. Our joint publication on the subject was a 500-page book 
titled  The Gram Code of African Adam – Stone Books and Cave 
Libraries, Reconstructing 450,000 Years of Africa’s Lost 
Civilizations, Afa Publications, Abuja, 2005. Ajay Prabhakar‟s 
contributions in that research earned him a Doctorate Degree from 
the Pilgrim‟s University and Theological Seminary, North Carolina, 
USA while I myself was awarded a Professorship of African History 
and Philosophy by the same institution for my work in The Gram 
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Code. For this present work on Igbo origins, however, we are 
launching a new contributor - Eddy Olumba, a graduate of Fine Arts 
from Manhattanville College, Purchase, New York and former 
Executive Assistant to the Governor of Imo State, whose sound 
knowledge of Igbo folklore and proverbs have proved very useful in 
our interpretations. 
 
In the book The Gram Code, we illustrated the stage by stage 
procedures employed in our transcription and decoding of a number 
of the monoliths inscriptions. Most of the letters are written in mirror-
image and could be read from left to right and from right to left. Facial 
features such as eyes, noses, mouths and ears are expressed in 
abstract forms which turned out to be letters. (See Plate 1) We had to 
isolate each symbol and break it down into its basic units before 
whole words began to emerge and with them sentences. In summary, 
our findings in the course of transcribing the inscriptions is that a 
number of the letters they bear have cognates in alphabetical 
systems as far flung as Egyptian hieroglyphics, Dravidian and 
Sumerian Cuneiform and Proto cuneiform. The mere presence of this 
corpus of ancient writings deep in the forests, swamps and villages of 
Ikom from an indeterminate period in the life of the local peoples, is 
ample attestation that the cradle of human civilization may well have 
begun in this part of the world. We have consistently shared our 
findings with members of the academic community since the early 
days of the project. In January, 2007 we were invited by TARA, the 
Trust for African Rock Art and CBAAC - the Center for Black and 
African Civilization to make presentations on the themes of “African 
Rock Art as Script and Means of Communication” and “African Rock 
Art as Historical Document” before a veteran but skeptical team of 
archaeologists, historians and anthropologists at the Methodology 
Workshop on Rock Art and the Pan-African Renaissance in Nairobi, 
Kenya. At the end of our two presentations the group constituted itself 
into committees to promote the study and research on African Rock 
Art as Script and historical documentation among other things! 
 
All this becomes more intriguing when we consider the fact held by 
linguists that the original homeland of the  Bantu sub-culture that 
colonized three-quarters of Black Africa is within the Benue/Ikom 
linguistic geographical zone. Clearly this belt of culture known to 
linguists and anthropologists as the Niger-Congo language family, 
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within which falls the Bantu sub-group, has been a fulcrum and a 
vortex of cultural development leading to successive waves of human 
migration to various parts of the world from time immemorial.   
 
THE QUESTION OF METHODOLOGY:  
In 2001 while I was serving as Presidential Adviser on Arts and 
Culture, I was on tour of Nigerian Museums when I stumbled on the 
ancient inscribed monoliths of Ikom Local Government in Cross River 
State, Nigeria, known internationally to researchers as Ikom 
Monoliths. Suspecting that the inscriptions on the monoliths are 

writings, I embarked upon another search – that of decoding the 

strange inscriptions so as to successfully prove that ancient Africans 
had written records. This took me to Ikom about three hundred 
kilometers from Calabar, Cross River State, Nigeria where there are 
about 300 of these inscribed stones, located in local communities in 
the forests and villages of Ikom Local Government. Between 2001 
and 2005, I set up a research team under the auspices of the United 
Nations Forum of Arts and Culture, for the purpose of advancing the 
monolith research. As our work on, the project metamorphosed into 
the Catherine Acholonu Research Center for African Cultural 
Sciences. In 2004 our team attempted to isolate and decode the 
letters from the monoliths inscriptions through comparative analysis 
with other known ancient languages. We struggled with such writing 
systems as Egyptian Hieroglyphics, Sumerian Cuneiform and Proto-
Cuneiform, Cretan Linea A, Phoenician, Hebrew, Dravidian 
Malayalam and Harappan, Chinese, etc. In 2004 when Engr. Ajay 
Prabhakar, an Indian Software Technology Engineer joined our staff 
as Country Programs Coordinator of the UN Forum of Arts and 
Culture, we co-opted him into the monolith research. Interestingly it 
was Engr. Prabhakar who drew our attention to some bizarre 
inscriptions on a sacred pot-stand among the Igbo-Ukwu bronze 
artifacts unearthed by British archaeologist Thurstan Shaw in the 
1960s and celebrated worldwide as being in a superlative class of its 
own among Africa‟s ancient Bronze monuments. The Igbo Ukwu 
symbols were the key that led to the successful deciphering of first 
series the monoliths inscriptions. Our joint publication on the subject 
was a 500-page book titled The Gram Code of African Adam – 
Stone Books and Cave Libraries, Reconstructing 450,000 Years 
of Africa’s Lost Civilizations, Afa Publications, Abuja, 2005.  
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In the book, we illustrated the stage by stage procedures employed in 
our transcription and decoding of a number of the monoliths 
inscriptions. Most of the letters are written in mirror-image and could 
be read from left to right and from right to left. Facial features such as 
eyes, noses, mouths and ears are expressed in abstract forms which 
turned out to be letters. (See Plate 1) We had to isolate each symbol 
and break it down into its basic units before whole words began to 
emerge and with them sentences. In summary, our findings in the 
course of transcribing the inscriptions is that a number of the letters 
they bear have cognates from alphabetical systems as far flung as 
Egyptian hieroglyphics, Dravidian and Sumerian Cuneiform and Proto 
cuneiform. The mere presence of this corpus of ancient writings deep 
in the forests, swamps and villages of Ikom from an indeterminate 
period in the life of the local peoples, is ample attestation that the 
cradle of human civilization may well have begun in this part of the 
world. We have consistently shared our findings with members of the 
academic community since the early days of the project. In January, 
2007 we were invited by TARA, the Trust for African Rock Art and 
CBAAC - the Center for Black and African Civilization to make 
presentations on the themes of “African Rock Art as Script and 
Means of Communication” and “African Rock Art as Historical 
Document” before a veteran but skeptical team of archaeologists, 
historians and anthropologists at the Methodology Workshop on Rock 
Art and the Pan-African Renaissance in Nairobi, Kenya. At the end of 
our two presentations, the group constituted itself into committees to 
promote the study and research on African Rock Art as a form of 
writing and historical documentation among other things! 
 
The Importance of Language and Oral Tradition: 
All this becomes more intriguing when we consider the fact held by 
linguists that the original homeland of the  Bantu sub-culture that 
colonized three-quarters of Black Africa is within the Benue/Ikom 
linguistic geographical zone of Nigeria (Greenberg, 1955, Onor, 
1994). Clearly this belt of culture known to linguists and 
anthropologists as the Niger-Congo language family, within which 
falls the Nok region, has been a fulcrum and a vortex of cultural 
development leading to successive waves of „Out of Nigeria‟ 
migrations of cultural colonialists to various parts of the world from 
time immemorial. We trace the movement of these people through 
ancient Europe, the Middle East and Asia (including the Americas) by 
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means of cultural traces they carried with them out of Africa, and 
which in spite of the passing of millennia, have remained preserved 
on the continent itself: these include elements of language, symbolic 
systems, patterns of behavior, socio-political and socio-cultural 
institutions and traditions. In doing this, oral traditions are strongly 
called to play, for they preserve records of migrations, kinship 
patterns and ethnic bloodlines, philosophies and cosmologies whose 
mutuality or divergence expose the links and contacts between 
ancient nation-states or otherwise oppose any claims to such.  
 
Likewise we have found that languages remain the most palpable 
record of contacts between civilizations and peoples, for wherever 
one member of the human family has had a sustained contact with 
another member of the human family, language transference has 
always taken place. This is why the English language spoken today is 
replete with words of French and Latin origin – evidence of years of 
Norman (French) and Roman rule in the formative years of British 
history. The importance of language in the reconstruction of human 
history is the very basis of the scientific classification of languages 
into language-families. Merritt Ruhlen in his Prologue to The Origin of 
Language: Tracing the Evolution of the Mother Tongue, (1994) insists 
that “the classification of languages into language families is based 
on discovering words in different languages that are similar in sound 
and meaning.” This statement is key to our study and our 
methodology, because even though European linguists have, in their 
classification of language-families within the Europe and Asia family 
trees, insisted on isolating the Niger-Congo language family from any 
direct relationship the with Euro-Asian language family tree, the facts 
on the ground, as revealed in our study, show that the so called 
Proto-Indo-European, the mother of all European languages, was a 
language spoken in West Africa!  
 
Merritt took pains to demonstrate that the study of the evolution of 
languages is the study of cognates, “a word that derives from Latin 
cognates „born together‟. Thus cognates are those words that derive 
from a single earlier word in a single earlier language, a word that has 
diversified into similar (or even dissimilar) forms in contemporary 
languages”. The science of classifications is called taxonomy and in 
linguistics it belongs to the terrain of Ethno-Semantics. Ethno-
Semantics uses similarities of sound and meaning shared by words 
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from diverse linguistic and geographical environments to explain 
“convergence, borrowing and common origin”. Merritt explains that 
“the arbitrary nature of the sound/meaning relationship in language 
guarantees that neither the environment, nor human psychology, nor 
anything else, other than common descent, can motivate the 
matching of certain words with certain meanings in different 
languages”, and that “the laws of probability” militate against 
accidental convergence (p. 12), while borrowing is a sign of sustained 
historical and cultural contact. Therefore one can comfortably assert 
that the path of languages is the path of human civilizations. One 
must be used to chart the other. As a matter of fact, considering the 
fact that human beings cannot always be trusted to not bend the truth 
in favour of themselves and their nation, considering the fact that 
human written records have always tended to over-glorify the 
authors, sometimes even turning the truth on its head, language is a 
more reliable tool in the study and authentication of History. Our 
thesis, judging from emerging facts from much of the anthropological 
and ethno-linguistic studies carried out over the past twenties years, 
is that much of the History we have taken for granted can no longer 
hold water as history or her-story. History has to be re-written, and 
that is the task to which we have set ourselves, while urging others to 
do the same.  
 
The borrowing of a large number of basic words among numerous 
languages, says Merritt Ruhlen, never occurs in language except as 
proof of migration of bearers of the seed language across that 
(affected) area. In this regard, we have successfully demonstrated, in 
this wrote-up, the borrowing of numerous Igbo basic words by 
languages as far-flung as Chinese, English, Hebrew, ancient 
Canaanite, Greece and we have backed this up with the 
demonstration of cultural borrowings in the same direction. A handy 
example given by Ruhlen to demonstrate the existence of one 
common mother of European languages actually provides further 

proof of our thesis: 
We are able to reach back into pre-historical times and reconstruct 
portions of languages that existed at that time by extrapolating 
backward on the basis of contemporary languages and (the) 

knowledge of how languages change over time… similar words in 
different languages are usually the result of divergent evolution 
from a single earlier form in a single earlier language. (Thus) … if 

we compare the word for „mouse‟ in various European languages, 
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we will be struck by the similarity of the form (sound) in many of 
them: English „mouse‟, Swedish mus, German Maus, Dutch muis, 

Latin mus, Greek mus, Russian mys, Polish mysz, Serbo-Croatian 
mis. It is a safe bet that all these languages (and others we could 

mention) did not independently invent such similar forms for the 

name of this animal. Our firm conclusion, then, is that all these 
similar forms for „mouse‟ have evolved from a single earlier 
language. In this case the hypothetical earlier language – about 

which nothing is known except the indirect evidence of its daughter 
families and languages – is called Proto-Indo-European. (p. 17-18) 

 
Merritt was right in his prognosis that further research into 

“the identification of such language groups, at increasingly 
deeper time depths can lead to a number of surprising 
discoveries about the origin and dispersal of modern 
humans” (p. 19), for indeed all these various forms of the 
word for „mouse‟ are derived from the Igbo word amusu. 
Igbo has two words for two species of rats oke, of which the 
smaller specie, known in English as „mouse‟, is specified by 
the term amusu or amosu. These small rats that live in holes 
in houses and bite into cloths and personal belongings, 
whose original name was simply amosu, have, in the course 

of the millennia, lent their name to the description of a kind of 
juju that inflicts disease by biting its victim or his/her 
belongings. There are various other Igbo words that formed 
the foundations of European words, which shall be treated in 
due course. A few examples will suffice here: English word 
„say‟ etymologically developed from Old English secgan, 
Germanic sagen, Old Latin insquam (I say), all of which find 
their roots in Igbo si (say), sikene/sakene (say!), nsi (I say), 
asikwam (I say, [emphatic]); English „cock‟ derives from Old 

Norse kokkr, Old French coq, Medieval Latin coccus and 
Igbo okuko. 
 
Based on our Ethno-semantic analysis of the relationship 
between European, Asian and the languages of the Niger-
Congo family of African languages, using the Igbo example, 
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as we have done in this work, we can comfortably assert that 
Proto-Indo-European – that unknown mother of European 
and West-Asian languages, was a language of the Niger-
Congo family, not unrelated to the Kwa family of languages. 
This mother-language is, as demonstrated by Martin Bernal 

in Black Athena, known as Indo-Hittite. For Bernal, the two 
major mother languages of the human family are Indo-
Hittite (mother of Indo-European and Anatolian [mother of 
Etruscan, Hittite, Carian, etc.]) and Afro-Asiatic, mother of 

Canaanite (Semitic), Cushite, Egyptian, Berber, Chadic 
[Niger-Congo?], etc.) Yet we have demonstrated here, Igbo 
words of similar sound and meaning with languages cutting 
across the Indo-Hittite and Afro-Asiatic families, indicating 
that Igbo is a link between these two racial families. These 
powerful and scientific pieces of evidence lead to one 

conclusion: that Igbo is a major chunk of the missing link in 
the search for the proto-proto-language of humanity – the 
original seed language/Mother-Tongue. This discovery 
equally places the Igbo at the origin of human civilizations 
and long before it. Archaeology and oral tradition seem to 
support, rather than disprove this linguistic evidence in 
pointing to an over 500,000 year old Acheulian Igbo 
habitation excavated in present-day Igbo land by eminent 
archaeologist Professor Francis Anozie of the Nsukka 

School, backed by a cosmology that is at once universal and 
Pre-Adamic. We have also demonstrated in this work Igbo 
roots of the Canaanite linguistic family, the mother of 
Hebrew language and culture; Igbo roots of the Aegean or 
Hellenic civilization. We pay attention to the Carians, a 
Canaanite tribe that lived in Anatolia (Turkey) who 
possessed similar cultural threats with the Igbo, including 
facial scarification, as noted by Herodotus, who left their 
mark in the Aegean along with their relatives the 

Phoenicians and Kadmites all whose roots we trace back to 
the African continent following Greek oral tradition. 
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Greek Pre-History was recorded by Homer from existing 
Oral Tradition of the people of the Aegean. The first 
historians of Greece gathered their materials from existing 
oral traditions of the Mediterranean. Herodotus confessed 

such in his Histories. Berossus also recorded the earliest 
History of Sumer partly from oral and partly from written 
traditions.  In the presence of written traditions, Africa‟s pre-
History is yet to be taped from her wealth of oral traditions. 
What we attempt here is to see how much of actual facts 
and histories can be sieved from oral traditions of Igbo and 
their neighbors; how much globally widespread these „local‟ 
West African/Nigerian Oral Traditions may be, which would 
be taken as a pointer to their universality.  Veteran 
Archaeologist, F.N. Anozie, writing about his research on 

iron Technology in Nsukka area of Igbo land, admitted to 
making extensive use of oral tradition in his work: “During 
our research, we found oral tradition indispensable for many 
reasons. Firstly, only tangible material objects are preserved 
in archaeological records. But there are many other actions 
and behaviors concerning the industry which are non-
material and so are preserved only in oral traditions… some 
of these materials are crucial for the reconstruction of the 
(smithing) industry. Here we have no choice but to rely on 

oral tradition… Even the discovery of the site was through 
oral information” (Oral Tradition and Oral History in Africa 
and the Diaspora: Theory and Practice, ed. E.J. Alagoa, 
1990, p. 249-254).  E.J. Alagoa (1990), providing the 
Theoretical framework for his editorial work on Oral Tradition 
and Oral History in Africa and the Diaspora: Theory and 
Practice, insisted that  

African oral traditions and oral history still have value for African 

societies in the modern world. African historians have the primary 
responsibility to organize their systematic recording, 
documentation, preservation and use in the service of the owners 

of the traditions and of the modern nation states. To the extent that 
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these traditions are a legacy to all humanity, scholars of other 
nations and continents also have a legitimate interest in their study 

and preservation… Such studies … may yet serve the needs of 
African scholars as providing alternative perspectives and insights. 
Definitely a sharing of (this) knowledge and experience is 

valuable… (p. 8).  

   
The importance of Oral Tradition in the constructing and 
reconstructing of History is underscored in the mandate of 
the Nigerian National Archives as formulated by F.O 
Babalola in The Role of the Nigerian National Archives in the 

Collection of Oral Tradition and Oral History. (Alagoa ed. 
1990, p. 278-280)   
 
This project involves the reconstruction of forgotten histories 
through the re-interpretation of oral traditions and through 
comparative language analyses. This method of research 
belongs to the field of cultural anthropology and linguistics.  
Both linguistics and archaeology were once disciplines of 
anthropology until each grew to become a distinct discipline, 
with the former dealing with the scientific study of language 

as a human phenomenon and the other dealing with the 
excavation and study of material remains of past life. 
(Ukaegbu and Rafferty, 2007) Accordingly, the study of 
disused languages is called linguistic archaeology. Our field 
work study of the inscriptions on the monoliths of Ikom, 
Cross River State, Nigeria, belongs to this field of study. We 
are also focusing on the nature of the relationship between 
language and culture on the one hand and between 
language and history on the other, for language is a powerful 

tool in the study of the histories and kinships of peoples and 
ethnic groups. Linguistic changes carry with them records of 
historical changes and developments. Our analysis of the 
inscriptions on the monoliths of Ikom, induce us to consider 
ancient African symbols as means of linguistic and non-
linguistic  expression, communication and historical 
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documentation. Such materials constitute veritable tools for 
our analysis and reinterpretation of history‟s possible routes, 
origins and directions. All of this belongs within the territory 
of Cultural Anthropology, for cultural anthropology, according 
to D. Ukaegbu and K. Rafferty, deals with  

 
the context … and theories of culture, field work and social and 
cultural institutions like the family, marriage, kingship, religion, 
political systems, economic systems and their subsistence patterns, 

symbolic systems and other types of social institutions. Currently 
cultural anthropologists are dealing with the new phenomenon of 
globalization which defies strict geographical boundaries. (Faces of 

Anthropology: A Reader for the 21st Century, 2007, p. 1-6) 

 
Our work attempts to position the Igbo nation and other 
Black African peoples within the global cultural perspective 
of the original one-world family. If this is anthropological 
globalization, then so be it. 
“In the past three decades cultural anthropology has made 

the jump to an interpretative approach, which  … views 
culture as a system of symbols whose meanings must be 
deciphered” (Ukaegbu and Rafferty, p. 4). This fell in with the 
emergence of Post Modernist Poetics of Deconstruction 
which flowered in Literature and Visual Arts. Deconstruction 
led to the near-death of Anthropology and a blurring of the 
line between the Anthropologist and the literary critic; the 
rebirth and globalization of the primitive element in human 
art and culture with Black Africa taking the center stage. This 

present work is an indirect result of the Post-Modernist 
critique of the late 20

th
 Century, which has pushed the 

boundaries of cultural anthropology and knowledge, bringing 
about the springing up of multiple perspectives, the re-
examination of hitherto unquestioned sources and methods 
of constructing anthropological knowledge, insisting upon the 
upholding of Black African cultural and oral historical 
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perspectives towards the reconstruction of Africa‟s prehistory 
within the context of world civilizations 
 
THE IGBO UKWU PHENOMENON IN THE ORIGIN OF 
PREHISTORIC WRITING: 

 
In analyzing the Igbo Ukwu bronze objects unearthed British 
by archaeologist Thurstan Shaw in the early 1960s, we were 
attracted to a sacred object that featured a nude man and a 
nude woman on opposite surfaces, surrounded by what 
looked like writings executed in the form of curves of a 
snake. In other words, we found that  the letters were formed 
with the curves of a serpent (plates 2, 3 ). As we studied the 
letters more deeply, we found close connections with the 
alphabetical system/orthography of an ancient language of 

Southern India, a language still in use in the state of Kerala, 
called Malayalam. Malayalam is spoken by Dravidians, 
Blacks who belong to the ancient tribe of Hindu Kush. Kush 
was the first son of Ham, the inheritor of the African 
continent among the three sons of the Biblical father of 
nations, Noah. The Kushites and their relatives the 
Canaanites were known to have been at the substratum of 
the civilizations and cultures of Nubia, Ethiopia, the Levant 
(Middle East), Nubia, Egypt, Babylonia or Sumer, Assyria, 

Palestine, Asia as early as the times before the Flood, which 
Oriental scholars and recent discoveries have placed at ca. 
11,000 B.C.  
 
Laird Scranton, (The Science of the Dogon, p. 171), noted 
that the ancient Hindu were conversant with “serpent 
science” whereby letters of the alphabet were formed with 
the curves of a serpent, just as we see in the Igbo Ukwu 
artifacts. But what is the connection of the Igbo with all this? 

While Kush was the globally accepted ancestor of the 
Nubians of East and Central Africa, our findings indicate that 
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his brother Canaan was the ancestor of the Niger-Congo 
language family which includes the Bantu of West, Central, 
East and Southern Africa, and the Kwa of West Africa. 
Adiele Afigbo wrote that “historical linguistics using the 
methods of lexico-statistics puts the beginning of the 

separation of Igbo language from its sister languages in the 
Kwa sub-family at around … 3,000 B.C. to 2,000 B.C.” and 
that the emergence of “an autonomous Igbo culture” took 
place “5,000 to 6,000 years ago”. (Afigbo, Igbo History and 
Society p. 147)  Then why do we find, everywhere we turn, 
Igbo words forming the root words in languages that existed 
before 3,000 B.C., even before the Flood of Noah (11,000 
B.C.)? And why does the dispersal of Igbo words continue in 
far-flung cultures of Asia, Middle East, Europe, long after the 
Igbo nation had settled within the cultural geography where 

they now find themselves and where they have remained 
since the last 6,000 years? Is it possible that Igbo language 
is a direct offshoot of a proto-proto language shared by all 
mankind or that it, among all the languages spoken by the 
members of the human family, has retained the basic 
characteristics of the Mother language? Or is it that Igbo 
people were Pre-historic world travelers, colonizers and 
conquerors? Is it also possible that what is true of Igbo 
language in this regard, is not just an Igbo Phenomenon, but 

a general Kwa phenomenon? The answer to this last 
question can only be supplied when ample research has 
been conducted on all Kwa languages, but for the mean time 
we shall concern ourselves with our findings with regard to 
the global dispersal of Igbo language and what it connotes 
for the origins of the Igbo people. 
 
There are two or more basic attributes that link the Igbo 
Ukwu inscriptions on the bronze artifact under reference 

(plate 2) with Dravidian or Hindu culture. One is the plain fact 
that the letters are Dravidian, the second is the fact that the 
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letters were formed using serpents (a known phenomenon 
identified with ancient Hindu history) and the third is that the 
man whose image is featured among the inscriptions bears a 
concentric circle on his forehead which could be said to be 
reminiscent of the dot borne on the forehead of Hindu 

women and gods. These cultural features would have led 
one to conclude that the Igbo Ukwu sacred object might 
have been an item of trade rather than an indigenously 
produced item. But there is one snag – the woman on the 
opposite side from the man (plate 3) bears the characteristic 
ichi marks – a well known „trademark‟ of the Igbo titled men 
(and women, as recorded in Acholonu‟s Motherism the 
Afrocentric Alternative to Feminism, 1995). Again this fact 
attests to the antiquity of the cultural phenomena portrayed 
on the artifact, going back to the times when women, not 

men, bore the ichi and alluding to a period of the reign of the 
goddess.  
 
The “serpent science” of Hindu legend has a curious parallel 
in Phoenician mythology. The invention of the Phoenician 
written character is credited to the god Taaut or Thoth. The 
oldest Phoenician character has the form of a snake curling 
itself up… Philo adds that the letters of the Phoenician 
alphabet “are those formed by means of serpents”. The 

forms and movements of serpents were employed in the 
invention of the oldest letters, which represent the gods. 
(Laird Scranton, The Science of the Dogon, p. 171) This is 
exactly what happens in the case of the Igbo Ukwu 
inscriptions – the movement of the serpent is employed to 
form letters and words. Here is undeniable evidence that we 
are dealing with the “oldest letters” invented by man. The link 
with Phoenician (Canaanite) culture and with Egyptian gods 
in addition to the Hindu writing system is not lost on us. Our 

interpretation of the symbols that grace the Igbo Ukwu 
sacred artifacts unearthed by Thurstan Shaw revealed that 
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the finds could be described as a library of Pre-historic 
universal symbols held in the of the ancestors of the Igbo 
nation from time immemorial, as a statement of ownership, 
an ethnic identification mark transferred from generation to 
generation, sometimes reproduced from one medium to 

another to prevent the sacred letters from being lost, until it 
was finally unearthed in Igbo Ukwu. This was a library of 
symbols originally written on stone as can be seen from 
similar symbols on the monoliths of Ikom situated more than 
one hundred and fifty kilometers away – a pre-historic library 
of mankind‟s first writing.  
 
The most common symbols found in the Igbo Ukwu (as well 
as on the monoliths) are spirals, concentric circles, 
quadrangles, columns (lines), stars and crosses of various 

shapes (the equal-armed cross, the swastika and the square 
cross - Plates 1, 2, 4 and 5). For us, these finds point to 
prehistoric cultural connections between the Igbo/Kwa and 
the rest of the world, and tell us  of the need for research 
beyond the narrow borders of Igbo-land, to unearth the rich 
hidden past of the Igbo nation, a people that as we shall 
show in this work, have never ceased to be world civilizers. 
  
THE DWARFS - AUTHORS OF THE MONOLITHS: 

The Niger-Congo belt is the home of the dwarfs also called 
Pygmies of the Congo Basin. Ikom folklore says that dwarfs 
which they call Mong-kom (and which the Igbo call Nwa-
Nshi) were the authors of the monoliths, known to the 
natives as Akwa-Nshi. Dwarfs were known in antiquity as 
adept workers of metal and great magicians. The link 
between the Ikom name of the monoliths - Akwa Nshi - and 
the Igbo name of the dwarfs - Nwa-Nshi - indicate that it was 

an Igbo-speaking Nwa-nshi community that authored the 

monoliths and invented the ancient sacred script known to 
thee Cross River indigenes as Nshi-biri – (which in Igbo 
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means „Written by Nshi’), used by the members of the Ekpe 
cult whose sacred temple is the monoliths capital located at 
the monoliths circle in the village Alok, Ikom. The fact that 
the Cross River people of the monoliths have little no in-
depth knowledge about the Nshi phenomenon so deeply 

rooted in Igbo Weltanschauung and central to the identity 
and cosmology of the creators of the monoliths, is ample 
testimony that the authors of the monoliths and the creators 
of Igbo culture belong to the same cosmological bloodline. 
This explains the link with Igbo Ukwu bronzes! The pygmy 
connection also explains why similar writings have been 
found in Hindu Cush, an area with a still surviving population 
of dwarfs some of which go by the name Jarawa - the name 
of a tribe in the Middle Belt region of Nigeria with a very 
strong ancient tradition of dwarf priests and magicians. In 

Kiswahili, a Bantu language, Akwa Nshi means „Property of 
Nshi‟, and Bantu, as we have earlier indicated, has its origin 
in the Ikom/Benue linguistic belt! The root etymon Kwa in 
Akwa Nshi, would tend to connect the Nshi dwarfs with the 
Kwa language family to which belong quite a number of 
West African tribes including the Igbo, Yoruba, Benin, 
Idoma, Ashanti, Akan, etc., most of which are known for their 
expertise in metal-working, especially bronze and in some 
cases, gold. 

 
In our recent publication on this research titled, The Gram 
Code of African Adam, Stone Books and Cave Libraries – 
Reconstructing 450,000 Years of Africa’s Lost Civilizations 
we made the point that the first forms of writing were in three 
major shapes – lines, circles and spirals (curves) – which 
must have been discovered or invented in that order. All 
Prehistoric symbols known to man portray one or other, or 
combination of these forms. The Igbo Ukwu artifact under 
reference has all three basic forms of writing – lines 

(executed in the form of ichi marks on the woman‟s face and 
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on both sides of the alter-stand/pot stand in plate 2,3); 
circles (executed in the form of two concentric circles on the 
man‟s forehead in plate 2); spirals  and curves formed 

through the movement of eight snakes, four on each side of 
the artifact (alluding to the Igbo small week of four days and 
great week of eight weeks) , thus making the Igbo Ukwu 
alter-stand a kind of Rosetta Stone asserting Igbo claim 
to ownership of the first letters discovered by man, and 

of the discovery of all three forms of writing first employed by 
mankind!  
 
Let us examine these three forms of writing briefly. Our basic 
definition of writing is the act of setting down information in 
the form of letters, symbols, pictures or other form of graphic 
communication (This definition is an adaptation of the 

definition of „writing‟, „to write‟ in The New Lexicon Webster’s 
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Current English Language). 
Writing is thus a concise form of communication or means of 
disseminating information from one person to another 
without using the mouth; and whereby a second instrument – 
paper, stone, papyrus, cloth, the ground or any surface 
smooth enough to be written on, is employed as the medium 
or carrier of the first instrument – the symbol itself.  
 
The Linea or Column Writing: This form of writing is 

formed using straight lines, whereby meaning is conveyed 
through the number of lines in each group, the direction and 
elevation of each group of lines. Examples are the ancient 
Ogam Stone inscriptions of Ireland and Scotland (plate 21), 
Cretan Linea A and B (plate 21b) and Igbo Column writing 
which has nearly been lost but can now only be seen in ichi 
facial and wood-panel carvings (plate 21). Igbo linear writing 
is described in passing Chinua Achebe‟s Things Fall Apart 

(pp. 5, 6). [For more on this theme see Catherine Acholonu: 
“Ogam Stone Inscriptions and Igbo Column Writing”, 
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published online at www.catherineacholonu.com; Catherine 
Acholonu: “Ogam Philosophical Language and the Lost 
Nation of Tilmun”, in Reflections on Indigenous Philosophical 
Thought and its Contributions to Tolerance in Society, 
UNESCO Nigeria Publication, Abuja, 2006, also published 

online]. 
 
Circular/Spiral/Curved Writing: These three forms of 

writing are related because they are formed through curved 
lines (plates 1, 4b, 5). Like the line, the circle and the spiral 
originated from the belief by the ancients that the Creator of 
the universe created form from formlessness. This 
formlessness they illustrated as a point or a zero (a circle) 
while form through which came space and time was 
illustrated as a line that gave rise to other lines and 

geometric shapes. Both the line and the spiral were said to 
have originated in the zero point or circle. Thus zero is the 
symbol of the Infinite – God. In fact in geometry zero 
represents Infinity. The spiral is the symbol that represents 
cycles of creation and dissolution, of time and non-time and 
of worlds caught in the ebb and flow of life. All orthographies 
of the world‟s languages can be divided into two basic 
groups – the linear and the curvular and some languages 
combine both, as most languages do today. 

 
The Number Four – the Cross, the Chalice and the 
Blade: Igbo cosmology is rooted in the number four. The 

concept of time is anchored around the number four. The 
Igbo basic week has four days while the great week has 
eight days. This basic number also represents the four fish-
monger deities that inaugurated the four market days Eke, 
Orie, Afo and Nkwo, named after each one of them. The 
number four is a deity. Its two basic forms are: the 

quadrangle (plates 10a,b, 8, 7a,b, 6a,b): the lozenge, the 
slanting square representing a four-pointed star, the X-

http://www.catherineacholonu.com/
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shaped equal-armed cross enshrined in the Igbo-Ukwu-type 
ichi facial scarification (plate 3). These forms, when etched 
on wooden doorposts and shrine objects represent the deity 
itself (plate 6, 7). The meaning of this can be found in 
Hebrew Cabbala where it is believed that forms are 

entities, not just representations of entities, but the 
entity itself. In other words, deity exists in its symbol or the 

representation of its number. This matter will become clearer 
later as we discuss The Nag Hammadi scripture. The X (the 
slanting cross) and the lozenge (the slanting square) 
represent two opposite forms of the same basic symbol 
created from what Dan Brown called the Chalice (a V-shape 
with the open mouth looking up, representing the female 
gender) and the Blade (an inverted V-shape with the tip 
pointing upwards, representing the male gender). (Dan 

Brown, The Da Vinci Code, 2003) The Chalice and the Blade 
joined at the mouth create a lozenge, a quadrangle – the 
quintessential symbol of the Mother Goddess, of order in 
nature – the cubed, molecular universe. When joined at the 
base the Vs produce a X-shaped cross or a double-mouthed 
chalice the symbol of the sacrificial Son of God (plate 9a 
represents an equal-armed cross inter-spaced with two such 
chalices crossing each other at the center). The exact same 
symbol is seen on one of the Ikom monoliths (plate 9b) 

showing an equal armed cross inscribed (and inscribed by) a 
circle. (This monolith and photograph is Courtesy of National 
Museum, Lagos, all other items here are courtesy of Odinani 
Museum, Nri and Igbo Ukwu Museum, Igbo Ukwu.) This is 
no coincidence for the cross is the basic geometry of ichi, 
the scarification mark of the god-men (women) called Nze na 
Ozo (plates 8, 3). Traditionally, equal-armed crosses (plate 
9a,b, 23) square crosses, and lozenge symbols are etched 
on all gate-posts and cult symbols in Igbo land and act as 

talisman.  
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It is important to note that these symbols, though having 
been recognized as universal Christian esoteric and exoteric 
symbols, are indigenous to Igbo culture and point towards 
Igbo Pre-historic influence on Christianity, a theme that shall 
be treated in greater detail. Plate 9a, an ozo traditional seat, 

shows a classical Igbo example of a perfectly shaped 
Maltese (or equal-armed) cross. In between the four arms of 
the cross are four chalices looking outwards and forming a 
cross at their zero center. The entire image is surrounded by 
an outer circle. This is a very potent mystical, Christian 
symbol, yet as we can see here, its origins are African. The 
ozo is a cult of men (and originally women too) who have 
dedicated themselves to the service of God. They live out 
the divine ideal of holiness and self denial, observing all the 
virtues of God, remaining sinless and impeccable in their 

dealings with their fellow human beings. This same image is 
found on one of the monoliths of Ikom (plate 9a, b), thus, not 
only connecting the two cultures, but linking them with the 
origins of the Maltese Cross in particular, Christianity in 
general and the Grail legend (plates 9a, b). 
 
THE KWA AS GLOBAL MASTER-SMITHS OF PRE-
HISTORY: 

In the beginning mankind was one family, but as time 

passed and human population increased, the need arose for 
long range migrations to found new living places and hunting 
grounds as well as farm lands.  With these migrations also 
came the need for families to identify themselves through 
family symbols. Family symbols gave way to clan symbols, 
then tribal symbols, racial symbols and so on. Writing must 
have arisen out of the need to protect family secrets, cult 
(religious) secrets and then occupational secrets of guild 
members, of clans and tribes. An example is the forehead 

concentric circle which as we gather from Greek mythology, 
was the secret identification mark for the world‟s only 
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existing guild of master smiths, especially bronze-smiths. 
Robert Graves in Greek Myths 1, (p. 32) writes of “a guild of 
early … bronze-smiths … tattooed with concentric 
circles on their forehead in honor of the sun, the source of 

their furnace fires … Concentric circles are part of the 

mystery of smith-craft. [These pre-historic tattooed smiths] 
were at home in Thrace, Crete, Lycia … and Sicily”. This 
geographical area – which later became Greece and Rome - 
was the cradle of European civilization! The forehead 
concentric circle tattooed man represented among the Igbo 

Ukwu artifacts (plate 2) links the Igbo Ukwu bronzes (plates 
22,4, 4b) to the Pre-historic bronze smiths described here, 
and suggests, as we shall demonstrate in this work, that 
Igbo Ukwu and other Kwa smiths were members of the 
world‟s earliest guild of bronze smiths whose influence 

reached as far as the Aegean and the Levant.  
 
The impact of Black Africans in the making of the first 
civilizations known to man is linked to the fact that Black 
Africans were the world‟s first metallurgists – the first to 
discover metal and to work it to perfection. The world‟s first 
iron workers, bronze smiths, copper smiths and gold smiths 
were Black Africans, and research has consistently pointed 
to the Kwa people of West Africa as the people who fit into 

this mould – they and their Kushites brethren. Tracing the 
word Kwa/Qua/Qa through prehistory and the scriptures, we 
stumble on two important pieces of information in the Old 
Testament and the Cabbala. Oriental Scholar Zecharia 
Sitchin writes in Stairway to Heaven (p. 200) that “the 
Quenites are mentioned in the Old Testament as inhabitants 
of southern Sinai, and their name literally meant „smiths and 
metallurgists‟”. Sitchin cited R.J. Forbes - The Evolution of 
the Smith which pointed out that the term Qa-in meant 

„smith‟ and stemmed from Sumerian KI-N meaning 
„fashioner‟. Sumerian Ki means „to cleave‟, „to cut decisively‟, 
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„to create by cleaving apart or by division‟. It shares this 
meaning with Igbo word kie „to cleave apart‟, „to create by 
cleaving asunder‟, „to fashion‟, and nka - „the art of 
fashioning‟ which has the exact same meaning with Hebrew 
Qa-in or In-qa (read from right to left). In-qa (Nkwo) is the 

name of the father of the Igbo nation, which is why the Igbo 
are called Igbo-Nkwo.  
 
What is most intriguing in this discovery is the fact that the 
etymology of the Sumerian word Ki goes right back to the 
very moment when according to Sumerian epic of creation of 
the heavens and the planets - Enuma Elish - the earth was 
created when the Primordial Planet Tiamat also known as 
Gaia, was cleaved asunder by a straying heavenly body 
from outside the solar system, called Marduk. The myth 

which describes astronomical events that took place millions 
of years before life appeared on earth, describes the events 
that gave rise to the Asteroid Belt that still circles one half of 
the solar system – the broken pieces of the second half of 
Tiamat. Ki is the Sumerian word for Earth - „the cleaved 
planet‟ – and an eternal reminder of the process by which 
she got her deep wound now covered by the waters of the 
Pacific Ocean. The fact that this event, this myth, which is 
also a scientific fact by the way, is also recorded in Igbo 

language in the etymon kie, suggests that the Igbo language 
and the Sumerian language might have shared the same 
cosmological roots. And Sumer is said to be the cradle of 
human civilization!  
 
Before we continue with the Qa/Ka/Kwa phenomenon, we 
take some time out to dwell on the African origins of 
Sumerian civilization. Sumerians wrote a linear form of 
writing. Wallis Budge wrote that “Sumerians … taught the 

rest of mankind their letters”. He and other Oriental scholars 
described the Sumerian language as “Chaldean”, “Hamitic”, 
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and “Akkadian” and placed it between the African languages 
and Proto-Turanian! (Wallis Budge, Babylonian Life and 
History, 2005, p. 10) By the way there is a Turanian tribe in 
Benue State, Nigeria. Budge wrote that Sumerians came 
from somewhere quite remote and lost to History, but that 

they brought “their system of (pictorial) writing with them 
when they occupied Babylonia”. Similar pictorial characters 
were also used by Dravidian Indians (Mohenjo-Daro) at the 
same period. (Budge, Ibid., p. 144-145) Pictorial writing is 
another word for „writing in symbols‟ or „symbol writing‟. 
Budge‟s description of the customs, social, religious and 
family lives of the people of Babylon in Sumer in Prehistoric 
times as gleaned from Archaeological discoveries, sounds 
like the description of a native African village. And they too 
were metallurgists! They built mud and reed houses, wove 

reed mats, used clay utensils, practiced juju magic, practiced 
early and arranged marriage, wore loin cloths and (later on) 
wrappers hung over the left shoulder, drank palm wine and 
used potash (ngu) and oil to make soap, just as the Igbo and 
other Kwa peoples have done since pre-history and still do 
today. They practiced Animism and offered livestock to their 
gods in small shrines. (Budge, Ibid., p. 104-143) There is no 
doubt, from the foregoing, that a cultural link does exist 
between the early Sumerians and the people of West Africa 

and that these ancient Babylonians might have been Black 
Africans. In fact the Sumerians were most likely of the same 
stock as the Kwa people of West Africa. 
 
THE FOREHEAD CONCENTRIC CIRCLE, THE SACRED 
SYMBOL OF THE GODMAN: Having established that Qa-in 

is the Hebrew name of Canaan – the Quenites being the 
Canaanite tribe from which Moses took a wife.  (Sitchin, 
Ibid., p. 200), we turn again our attention to the forehead 

concentric circle. This symbol is both the mark of the smith 
and of the Sons of the Sun. Incidentally the smiths saw 
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themselves as members of the lineage of Sons of the Sun. 
The Nag Hammadi Scriptures were a collection of thirteen 
papyrii codices belonging to the centuries immediately 
following the death of Jesus Christ. These collection of 
hitherto lost writings of the Gnostics, were found buried near 

the city of Nag Hammadi in Upper Egypt – containing among 
other writings, a sizable collection of the hidden works of 
Jesus and his disciples, throw much light on the hidden 
meanings of the teachings of Jesus and his disciples. Codex 
three titled The Holy Book of the Great Invisible Spirit, says 
that “the mysteries of truth are made known in symbols and 
images” (p. 185); and that the “holy people (are) conceived 
by the holy spirit through symbols and images” (p. 265).  
Another Nag Hammadi book, Marsanes, describes the 
process whereby symbols define the configurations of the 

Divine Soul. The spiritual configuration of the Divine Soul is 
said to constitute of two concentric circles – one going 
around the other “the first (sphere), the self-begotten Soul 
(God the Father/Mother) goes around” the second sphere, 
the Son. “It is in (the) configuration (of the second inner 
sphere) that the only-begotten soul resides”. (p. 642) 
Ordinary human souls on the contrary are said to constitute 
of three spheres, while the only begotten soul of the Son of 
God constitutes of two spheres uniting the Father with the 

Son or the Eternal Mother with the Divine Child as the case 
may be, for God in The Nag Hammadi is both Father and 
Mother and is actually referred to as “She”.  
 
The Hebrew Cabbala also holds the idea that the double 
concentric circle is the secret symbol of God the Father and 
God the Son:  

the concentric spheres are the sephirot (divine emanations of the deity) … 

when the sephirot emanated from Ein Soph (the Infinite) they first took the 

form of Adam Kadmon (Qua-dmon/Qa-dmon) … (this is) the first 

concentric sphere … called Keter (the Father) … (It) forms another 

concentric sphere within itself called Ho-khm-ah (Son), the Primordial 
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Man … Adam Kadmon was the –primordial image and likeness of God … 

his body is the blueprint for the bodies of all sons and daughters of God. 

(Elizabeth Claire Prophet, Kabbalah, 1997, p. 74-75)  

 

The symbol borne on the forehead of the male figure on the 
Igbo Ukwu sacred object in plate 2 is a double concentric 
circle – the identity mark of the Only Begotten Son of God! 
Indeed “the mysteries of truth are made known in signs and 
images”. By their marks (symbols) we shall know them! 

Tribes and cultures identify themselves by their marks or 
rather by the same symbolic forms through which their gods 
are manifest. Nations were identified through their gods and 
goddesses. The identity of a people was made known 
through the identity of their deity. This point is central to our 
theses. 
 
KWA – THE ALPHABETICAL CONFIGURATION OF THE 
SOUL OF THE SON OF GOD/THE LOGOS: 

 

The Nag Hammadi says (p. 642) says, the Soul‟s 
configuration apart from being defined in symbols, was also 
expressed through sounds and their resulting Alphabets.  
We are intrigued by the letters that form the words Qa-dmon 
and Ho-khm-ah. In both cases, what defines the words are 
the etymons Qa and Khm (dmon or daemon means spirit or 
personality while ho- and –ah are inflections that only 
support the stem -khm-). The etymon Qa defines the name 
of Canaan, just as its other form Kwa defines the name AND 

THE CONFIGURATION OF THE SOUL OF THE FATHER 
OF THE KWA LINEAGE! The Khm etymon is the root of the 
name of Ham, the one who inherited the African continent 
among the sons of Noah. His Egyptian (that is African) name 
is Khem/Khm, also pronounced Chem. Robert Graves in The 
Sirius Mystery (p. 182-3) notes that  
Khem … has the meanings „star‟, „shrine, holy of holies, 
sanctuary‟, and … also „he whose name is unknown, i.e. 
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God‟, also „god of procreation and generative power‟, also „to 
be hot‟ and „unknown‟. All these meanings are relevant to 
Sirius mysteries and to divinity. The Sirius system was held 
to be the source of generative and procreative power…  
Our interest here is that Khem has the meaning of “god of 

creative and generative power”, for it recalls the Biblical New 
Testament assertion that the Second person of the Trinity 
(the Son) is “the Word without (him) was not anything made 
that was made” – referring to creative and generative power. 
In meaning and in alphabetical configuration, Egyptian name 
of Ham (Khem) is identical to the name of the second 

member of the Hebrew Sephirot, Ho-khm-ah, the Son of 
God the Father, through the root Khm. This secret meaning 
of the name of Ham thus reveals him to be the incarnation of 
God the Son, and MAKES HIS LINEAGE A CHRISTIC 

LINEAGE!  
 
In his Preface to Black Athena, Vol. 1, Martin Bernal wrote 
that Hebrew was treated as a Canaanite dialect by serious 
linguists. Indeed the Canaanite language was the mother of 
the Semitic. He equally notes that in Semitic languages the 
letter –k- was pronounced /kw/ or vice versa. What this 
means is that the configuration of the name of Kham/Khem 
would be written in Semitic as Kwa-m, and it confirms that 

indeed Canaan/Cainan was spelt and pronounced Qa-in or 
Kwa-in. The name of Ham‟s first son Kush now reads 
Kwush/Qush (or perhaps Akwa Nshi?).  
Isaac Myer illustrating the Chinese Cabbalah in relation to 
the Hebrew Cabbalah explains that  
 

The process of change (in Chinese Cabbalah) is production and 

reproduction involving three powers: Khien, the symbol of heaven, is (the) 

father Khwan; the symbol of the earth, is (the) mother; Kan manifests the 

first application of Khien to Khwan, resulting in the begetting of the first 

male or undivided line; hence Kan or Qua-in is called the oldest son. God 

comes forth in Kan! (Myers, Qabbalah, p. 444-5, emphasis mine). 
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This information from the Chinese Cabbala that Kan, also 
spelt Qua-in, is the name of the Oldest Son of God is central 
to our thesis, because when combined with foregoing 
revelations that Khm/Kwam is the name/configuration of the 

second person of the Trinity, the creative and generative 
power of God, and with other revelations about the meaning 
of the name of Canaan, what we get is evidence that Ham 
and his son Canaan are the bearers of the Christic seed 
and bloodline!  

 
The fact that Kwa-m implies the creative and generative 
power of God; and Kwa-n, the oldest Son of God 
demonstrates that the root Kwa is the bearer of the god-
essence of the Son, the Word, the Logos – the Primal 

Sound. This fact can be seen in Igbo language where –Kwa- 
is the basic root of most words that indicate sound (the 

word), such as okwu (speech), ukwe (song), akwa (cry, 
wailing), nkwa (drum), ekwe (slit-drum); its equivalent /ka/ 
also relates to sound and to creation and creativity, e.g. ika 
(to speak, to cut, to decree), nka (creativity), iku (to beat [the 
drum]), iko (to narrate), Dioka (carver), Oka [anglicized as 
Awka] home of master smiths and of the first known Igbo 
smith. In fact the Igbo name for the creating deity is eke!  
 
The etymon Kw/Kwa is the root of the Igbo word for „first 

son‟ or (as in Chinese Cabbalah) “the first male or undivided 
line”, O-kwa-ra! It is also encoded within the name of the 
founder of the Igbo nation Nkwo (as in Igbo Nkwo – the 
generic name of the Igbo nation, see Ndi Ichie Akwa 
Mythology). This would tend to imply that the terms Okwara 
and Nkwo are definitions of the Igbo as the bearers of the 
undivided bloodline of incarnate First Sons of God! The 

corollary to this, again, is the undeniable conclusion that the 
Khemic/Kwamic (divine) line - the lineage of Ham) – could 
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only have been borne from God through Adam, through the 
lineage of Seth right down to Canaan in and through whose 
name Kwa-in/Kan it has been eternally imprinted in the Kwa 
lineage of West Africa (and in the Kan/Khan lineage found 

all over the world, as in Inca, Genghis Khan, Akan)! Igbo 

culture has continued with this normative system whereby 
the name of a person defines his identity. The Sethian 
connection is a key element of our discourse and will be 
treated in greater detail. 
 
THE SEED OF SETH:  

 
The Nag Hammadi interpreting the first passages of 
Genesis, says that Adam did not initially know his wife Eve 
and that her first two conceptions Cain and Abel were 

contrived and conceived by the evil force (the Serpent in the 
Garden) who was created in error by a divine female called 
Sophia. This being claiming to be God, was envious of Adam 
who had come forth directly from the Supreme Being. Intent 
on derailing God‟s creation and challenging the authority of 
the Supreme Being, the name less One about whom nothing 
can be said, this being whom the Nag Hammadi equates 
with Jahweh began to recreate Adam in his own image (“let 
us make man in our own image and likeness”), thus causing 

him to Fall from his pristine god-state.  
 
The Nag Hammadi insists that both Cain and Abel were 
conceived when the evil one and his cohorts defiled Eve 
sexually (The Secret Book of John, p. 131). When Abel was 
killed and Cain was exiled, Adam then knew his wife and 

she conceived and gave birth to a son whom Adam named 
Seth. Through this conception Adam, who though in a fallen 

state still bore within his gene the seed of the one true God, 

had given birth to an incorruptible seed. Biblical Book of 
Genesis says “in his own (Adam‟s) likeness, in his own 
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image”. And Nag Hammadi says that the divine in Adam and 
in Eve met and produced a child and “he called him Seth, 
after the generation of the eternal realms”, and that God 

the father and God the Mother sent down their spirits to 
abide in the child as the hope of salvation of the humankind. 

He is “the seed of the great generation” (The Secret Book of 
John, p. 128, 344). Ham (Khem, the father of African 
peoples) and Japhet, the second and third of Noah‟s sons 
are listed in The Nag Hammadi Scripture as the seed of 
Seth, but not Shem (the father of the Semites).  
 
This incorruptible seed of Seth is said to be “guarded by four 
luminaries” who represent four divine eons. Seth is called 

“the Perfect son, the Word”, “the Logos-Christ”, existing in 
“three abiding entities: the Father, the Mother and the Child”. 
As the four luminaries of Seth and his seed represent 
each of the four eons of divine time, so do the four fish-
mongering market deities of Igbo cosmology represent 
each of the four market days of the Igbo week. This is the 

origin of the Igbo deification of the number four – the four 
luminaries that revealed themselves as four market/time 
entities (plate 8). This mystery is further enshrined in Igbo 
cosmology in the quadrangle, the lozenge, the cross and the 
four-sided ichi symbols. (Plates 7a,b,c,10a,b, 9a,b) 

 
But the similarities do not end there. The Nag Hammadi says 
that the entities – Father, Mother and Child “exist as 
perceptible speech” having within it three “aspects, three 
powers, and three names abiding in three n n n, three 
quadrangles, secretly in ineffable silence”. (Three Forms of 

First Thought, p. 722-723) Once again we have a tie with 
Igbo cosmology, for Igbo language is the only language in 
the world in which the words for father, mother and child all 

begin with n – as in nna, nne, nwa. Even the words that 

describe each gender begin also with n – as in nwoke, 
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nwanyi, nwata – three powers abiding in three n n n and 
three quadrangles. A quadrangle is a plane with four sides 

such as a square or a rectangle. Quadrangles are indeed the 
most common geometric forms found on door posts in shrine 
houses and homes in Igbo-land. Its four sides symbolize the 

Igbo four-day week and the fact that the Igbo world is build 
upon four pedestals of time and space. They are the most 
common symbols we find on shrine objects and household 
implements such as women‟s combs, mirror decors, chairs, 
seats, etc. Jeffreys and other researchers have classified 
quadrangles featuring V clusters in four cardinal directions 
as Igbo Ukwu style ichi (plate 10a,b)  Through the 
revelations of The Nag Hammadi we now understand the 
mystical implications of the number four and the quadrangle 
better, and why they are so central to Igbo life and to the 

definition of God among the Igbo. Among the monoliths of 
Ikom, the quadrangle is main symbol that defines the 
spelling of the name of „Eve‟ on the monolith dedicated to 
the first mother of mankind. In the monoliths as well as in 
The Nag Hammadi, the quadrangle is an identity mark of the 
Mother Goddess. The Nag Hammadi says that God is both 
Mother, Father and Child, but that its known manifestation is 
female. We can therefore conclude from the foregoing that 
the quadrangle (and its variations – the cross, the square, 

ichi, etc) is a female symbol, a representation of the Mother 
Essence in the Godhead. In fact the oldest known case of a 
person bearing the ichi mark is that of the female found 
among the Igbo Ukwu bonzes dated 9,000 A.D. (plate 3). 
 
In The Nag Hammadi’s The Holy Book of the Great Invisible 
Spirit said to have been written by God or Jesus Christ, the 
copyist refers to the Nag Hammadi as the Egyptian (which 
means African) Gospel, a holy secret book written by God. 

And Jesus Christ is intoned as “Jesus Christ, Son of God, 
ICH-THYS.” (p. 269) Ich or Chi is the Greek word for god-
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man; Thys is Greek word for fish and Ich-thys is the fish 
symbol associated with Christ as a godman by adherents of 
the Christian faith. In Greek and in Igbo cosmologies, the ich 
(chi) symbol of the Christ or god-man is an X as well as a 
cluster of concentric Vs looking like the basic shape of a 

palm-frond - the West African tree of life (plate 11). Both the 
X and the V clusters are recognized symbols of ichi in Igbo 
cosmology (plate 6b and 10a). The four heavenly luminaries 
of Igbo cosmology who instituted commerce are equally fish-
mongers or fisher-kings. Like them, Jesus the Piscean 
Avater is identified by the symbol of the fish. His march into 
Jerusalem was heralded with palm-fronds which are equally 
sacred to the Igbo! In Igbo and in Greek/Christian theology, 
the fish, the palm-frond, the ichi symbol and the etymon chi 
define and identify the god-man! Is there still any doubt that 

the Christian and the Igbo symbols originate from the same 
source? Since the Igbo did not borrow their native tradition 
from the Christian one, one can only conclude that 
Christianity must have been fed from a long lost 
undercurrent of Igbo theology. 

 
THE ORIGIN OF THE SMITH: 

 
Seth married and bore a son about whom it is written that 

“by the name Enshi in the annals he was recorded, Master of 
Humanity meant his name…by his father (Adam) writing and 
numbers he was made to understand”. (Zecharia Sitchin, 
The Lost Book of Enki, 2004, p. 188) Enshi is the Sumerian 
equivalent of Biblical Enosh. He begot a son whom he 
named Kenan (Cainan), about whom it is written in The 

Lost Book of Enki (a Sumerian epic said to have been 
dictated in cuneiform by the Nephilim god Enki), “how to 
smelt and refine he was taught; in the smelting and 

refining of gold … he and his offspring toiled”. As in Igbo 

culture, the first human family named children according to 
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circumstances of their birth and according to parents‟ 
expectations of what the child would become. Kenan or 
Cainan meant “he of the kiln”, or simply “smith” (The Lost 
Book of Enki, p. 188) This is the origin of the name of Ham‟s 
son Canaan and this connects directly with the Igbo word – 

Nka from which is derived Oka (Awka) - master smith. Nri 
mythology records that Awka, the smith was sent to Igbo 
land when Eri entreated his father to send him help to dry up 
the wet land he met on arrival. In the later part of this write-
up we shall dwell on the identity of Eri. For now, suffice it to 
say that mounting evidence points to his being none other 
than the Egyptian god Ra, who was known in Sumer as 
Marduk the first son of Enki.  
 
Enki was the Sumerian name for the god who was known 

among the Egyptians as Ptah. Ptah was the one who raised 
the land of Egypt from the Flood waters of the Deluge by 
building dykes (Zecharia Sitchen – The Earth Chronicles). 
Nri sources maintain that Eri was a sky being (a Nephilim, an 
extra-terrestrial) who came into Igbo land following the 
Anambra River, and on arrival made his home among the 
Igbo. Certainly this being knew where he was headed and 
who he was looking for, for when he found them after a 
journey of thousands of kilometers from Egypt, he made his 

home among them, instituting his brand of culture and 
religion. But most importantly, he learned from the 
autochthonous god-men whom he found there, which was 
the only reason he would have made the hazardous journey 
in the first place. Herodotus wrote that the River Nile used to 
flow through West Africa all the way to the Atlantic Sea coast 
(The Histories, p. 84, 89), and ancient maps of Africa had 
the River Niger flowing towards the mouth of the Nile rather 
than towards the Niger Delta region as it does today. The 

recent changes were brought about by the Desertification of 
the Sahara region. In The Gram Code we demonstrated that 
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there was coming and going between Egypt and West Africa 
in remote and not so remote antiquity and that the name 
Nkannu (Royal Khennu) and WaWa (UaUa) - Igbo clan 
names closely connected with Awka - are recorded in Edfu 
Pyramid Texts of Egypt as the name of a West African close 

friend of the Egyptian god Ra. We also showed evidence 
that the name Ra makes up a sizable number of the 
inscriptions on the monoliths of Ikom, which go to prove the 
presence of Ra/Marduk in the region. Ham‟s son Mizraim 
was the founder of Egypt. Ham can be dated along with the 
Deluge to 11,000 B.C. This was the same time when the 
division of the lands took place.  
 
In The Lost Book of Enki it is stated that “the dark hued 
lands that included Abzu (Sub-Saharan Africa) were given to 

Ham; and Marduk/Ra, the son of Enki/Ptah was made lord 
over it (p. 239). The same book also reveals that marduk 
and his son Aser (Osiris) lived in the mountain lands of West 
Africa with Marduk‟s brother Gibil, a skilled metallurgist who 
trained Horus secretly in the art of metal-working and war as 
well as how to battle from aerial vehicles (The Lost Book of 
Enki, p. 246). With Gibil‟s aid, Horus secretly amassed and 
trained a secret army of earthlings (the first earthlings to be 
enlisted in the wars of the gods); and, arming them with iron 

weapons he marched “northwards” towards Tilmun (the 
lower Sahara/Fezzan regions, which was then a desolate 
Peninsula, leveled by the Deluge) to challenge his uncle 
Seth in combat. From these records, it can be confirmed that 
the Eri period was the time immediately after the Deluge 
(that is 11,000 – 10,000 B.C.). The divine smith mentioned in 
the Nri saga, who came to help the god Eri was most likely 
the god Gibil, and not Canaan. In fact Gibil‟s first journey to 
the Abzu (Sub-Saharan Africa) was immediately after the 

Deluge when his father Enki (Ptah) took him there to survey 
the damage done by the Flood waters (p. 233). Yes, the Age 
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of iron followeds the Age of Bronze in the rest of the world 
except Black Africa where iron and Agriculture were known 
as early as 9,000 B.C. By the time Africans began to 
colonize the world around 5,000 B.C. they took with them the 
knowledge of Bronze working. 

  
We are aware that some leading Igbo historians are rejecting 
the Hamitic theory of Igbo origins and even of African 
origins, but there is over-whelming oral traditional, linguistic 
and ethnographic evidence to indicate that the migrant Kwa 
people and the rest of the migrants within Niger Congo 
family of nations are Hamitic. The North-South Kwa/Igbo 
migration which Igbo and other West African  oral traditions 
frequently allude to was the same North-South migration of 
the children of Ham after the Flood, from the Middle East 

through North-east Africa into Sub-Saharan Africa. (See 
Nwosu, I.N.C Ndi Ichie Akwa Mythology or Folklore Origins 
of the Igbos, 1983; Omoregie, Osaren: Great Benin 1, 1997; 
Abosede, Emmanuel: Odun Ifa – Ifa Festival, 2000; Titi Euba 
“Ifa Literay Corpus as Source-Book of Yoruba History” in 
E.J. Alagoa ed. Oral Tradition and Oral History in Africa and 
the Diaspora: Theory and Practice, 1990). 
  
We have dwelt extensively on the Garammante 

phenomenon of this migration in The Gram Code of African 
Adam and there is no space to go into it here. We 
recommend this publication to our readers as well as other 
articles on similar topics on our website 
www.catherineacholonu.com. As a paraphrase of our thesis 
in this regard, we would like to mention that in our 
transcription of the serpent inscriptions on the Igbo Ukwu 
alter stand as well as the letters formed by the position of the 
limbs of the woman (plate 2, 3), we came to the conclusion 

that the letters read “Ga-ra-mma-rag mama Kheme”! The 
words were formed with letters whose cognates we found in 

http://www.catherineacholonu.com/
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the Dravidian Malayalam language. Graramarag means in 
Malayalam, “Sing the Ramma song!” Or “Intone the name of 
Rama!” The full text can be read, “Intone the name of the 
Mother of Ra (God), the Mother of Kheme (Ham)!” These 
words connect Igbo Ukwu with the Hindu and Egyptian 

mythology, and also with the lineage of divine son-ship of 
Ham. The woman on the alter stand is the same one we 
have identified as bearing the ichi marks. These words 
explain her as the same Mother/Father whom The Nag 
Hammadi extols, and who is the God of Seth and Ham. The 
implications of the information contained in these inscriptions 
are very far-reaching and we hope to follow it through as we 
go deeper into the identity of Eri in later chapters. (For the 
details of the deciphering of the inscriptions, see The Gram 
Code, Chapter 23) 

 
What we have demonstrated here is how linguistic evidence 
leads us to conclude that the Kwa are of the line of Canaan, 
the post-diluvial master-smith of the world and why it is 
important for scholars of Igbo and African Studies to begin to 
widen our horizon of search for Igbo and Kwa ancestral 
roots. Some Western historians propagate the theory of a 
Caucasian-Hamitic family tree with roots in Egypt. This is 
untenable because Ham was said to be the only truly black 

member of the Noah family since his name also meant “dark 
hued, burnt” in Hebrew. There is strong evidence to suggest 
that Adam and his entire lineage up to the time of Lamech, 
were black in color and that Noah was the first person born 
white in the family tree of Adam. The Book of Enoch records 
that Lamech‟s wife became pregnant and brought forth a 
child who was to be called Noah, 

the flesh of which was as white as snow and red as a rose; the hair of 

whose head was white as wool and long… Then Lamech his father was 

afraid of him; and flying away came to his own father Mathusala and said, 

I have begotten a son unlike no other children. He is not human; but, 

resembling the offspring of the angels of heaven (the Nephilim) is of a 
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different nature from ours, being altogether unlike to us. (The Gram 

Code, p. 391, quoted from E. C. Prophet, Forbidden Mysteries of Enoch, 

p. 224, emphasis mine.) 

 
Ham‟s divine mandate may be directly connected with his 
black color for evidence abounds in all ancient civilizations – 
Egypt, Hindu Kush, Meso-America, Europe, the Aegean and 
the Middle East - that all the great gods of the ancients were 

black - Osiris, Dionysius, Shiva, Khrishna, Vishnu, 
Quetzalcoatl, Mithras, Memnon, Rama and they were 
Christs (god-men) of their people, often allowing themselves 
to be killed for the salvation of their people. 
 
 
THE NWA-NSHI OF PUNT: SONS OF THE MOTHER-
GODDESS: 

Igbo Nkwo, the clan-name of the Igbo nation bears the tell-
tale signs that the Igbo nation is the proud carrier of the 

divine bloodline of the Kwa. The significance of the name 
Nkwo is that it not only alludes to the Son of God and the 
Word through the –kw- stem, it is actually the Igbo word for 
the palm tree – a tree that in all traditions of the world 
(including Igbo) is associated with divine life and with oracles 
(Zecharia Sitchen, The Stairway to Heaven). The palm tree 
is described in The Book of Enoch as resembling the Biblical 
Tree of Life. (See E. Prophet, Forbidden Mysteries of Enoch, 
p. 113) The palm tree was revered in ancient Middle East as 

a tree sacred to the gods, and it was a vital element in all 
oracle centers. (Sitchen, The Stairway to Heaven, p. 205-
207) 
 
Indeed, even though the palm tree is a tree identified with 
the gods all through the ancient world, it is only Igbo 
language that captures the divine essence of the tree by 
naming it with specific letters that describe the deity. In this 
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regard we find, again, in the Hebrew Cabbala, the 
explanation of the secret meaning of the configuration 
Nkwo.  Myer (1972) explains that “the Hebrew Qabbalistic 
idea of the first emanation or creation is … N’qooaah” 
(Quabbalah, p. 446). Hebrew sacred word N’qooaah - the 

First Emanation of Deity or God the Son, whose phonetic 
equivalent in Igbo is Nkwo, is defined by Myer as the 
equivalent of Shang (the Intellectual Soul) in Chinese 
Cabbala. Meyers wrote that “the Chinese Cabbalah, the Yih 
Ching … was written 2,850 B.C. in the dialect of the 
Akkadian or Black race of Mesopotamia” (Myers, 

Qabbalah, p. 444). Akkadian (Akwa-dian?) was a Canaanite 
language. In Canaanite as in its child language Hebrew, the 
letter k was pronounced kw (Martin Bernal, Black Athena 1, 
1987) as in the case of the word „Canaan‟, which as we have 

noted, has the sound quality Qainan or Kwainan. This 
means that the correct pronunciation of the word Akkad is 
Akwad. Bearing in mind that we have already demonstrated 
that the earliest inhabitants of Mesopotamia (ancestors of 
the Akkadians) possessed customs and traditions akin to 
those of the Igbo, we can only conclude that a Black people 
who spoke the Canaanite language (a Kwa or proto-Kwa 
language) and bore the name prefixed by the word Akwa, 
could only have been originated from a West African native 

population. Akkadians were without doubt, like the rest of the 
Canaanite population of the Middle East closely related to 
the Kwa language family of which the Igbo are not only a 
part but belong to the original autochthonous spring. 
Akkadian was the language spoken by the Chaldeans, the 
great scientists and philosophers (Magi) of the ancient world. 
By retaining the word Akwa in their clan name, the 
Akkadians/Chaldeans were maintaining their link with the 
original Acheulian god-men of West Africa whose images 

and forms were forever enshrined in stone in the monoliths 
of Nigeria. They were the AKWA-NSHI! 
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The Shang dynasty was the founder of the first and oldest 
Chinese civilization. It was in their time that the Yih Ching 
was compiled. The word Shang has an equivalent in Shan, 
the Chinese equivalent of Hebrew Intellectual Soul 

Hokhmah, Divine Wisdom – the Creative Power of God 
which has already been identified with Khem/Ham. Chinese 
records assert that the Shang was a divine lineage, and that 
they were dwarfs! (See The Gram Code of African Adam, 
where we developed this theme.) Shang and Shan call to 
mind another Hebrew word Shin - the name of the Hebrew 
letter representing the Son of God (Mathers, S.L.M., The 
Key of Solomon, 1972). The Chinese dwarfs were called 
Shan while the Igbo dwarfs were called Nshi and both were 
regarded as god-men. Shan, Shin and Nshi all refer to the 

same phenomenon and must therefore emanate from the 
same root culture. Thus in Hebrew and in Chinese esoteric 
records, the words that describe the Hamite seed of Canaan 
as well as the Black African dwarfs portray them as bearers 
of the Christic seed. Another name for Hokhmah (the Son of 
God/the Intellectual Soul in Hebrew Cabbala is Nesh-amah. 
Nesh is the reversed form of Shan. It is even closer in sound 
to Igbo Nshi/Eshi, which as we shall relate in due course, is 
related to another important ancient word Pa-nshi or Pa-nch 

- the Greek equivalent of the Egyptian word Punt (the land of 
the dwarfs of West Africa).  
 
Isolating the words Nesh and Amma from the Hebrew word 
Nesh-Amah or Nesh-Amma we get to the root-meaning of 
Igbo Nshi.  (Amma is the universal name of God the Mother 
in Asian religions; its cognate Imma is the name of God the 
Mother in Hebrew Cabbala). Thus, Nesh-amma refers to the 
Wisdom of the Mother, immanent in the Son. In the Old 

Testament Christian Bible and in the Aquarian Gospel of 
Jesus Christ by Levi, this Wisdom of the Goddess is 
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identified as the Holy Spirit. It was also associated in 
ancient cultures of the East with the serpent (Nephesh or 
Nakhash in Hebrew) or the spiral. Here, then is the secret 

meaning of the serpent inscriptions and the infinite number 
of spirals on the Igbo-Ukwu sacred objects as well as on the 

monoliths of Ikom. THE SERPENT AND THE SPIRAL 
REPRESENT THE WISDOM OF THE MOTHER GODDESS 
IMMANENT IN THE SONS OF THE FATHER/MOTHER 
GOD AND THE NESHI/NSHI/ESHI ARE THE LIVING 
INCARNATIONS OF THIS SERPENTINE WISDOM!  
 
In Igbo culture the Eshi/Nshi phenomenon is found in place 
names such as Ama-Eshi (Land of Eshi) – a town in 
Anambra State reputed in folklore to have some of the most 
powerful witch-doctors in Igbo land; Umu-eshi (Children of 

Eshi), the birthplace of the author‟s mother, a town in Ideato 
Local Government, Imo State; Nwa-nshi (Child of Nshi/Eshi), 
the local Igbo name for dwarfs. Characteristically the words 
Eshi and Nshi combine to give Enshi, the Sumerian name of 
the first son of Seth! (Sitchen, The Lost Book of Enki, 2003, 
p. 188) This again would support the thesis that the Igbo 
take the bearing of their bloodline from Adam through Seth, 
and that the Canaanite/Sumerian people of Akkad, Babylon 
and Mesopotamia had subterranean connections with the 

Igbo bloodline.  
 
The Egyptians believed that their gods came from a land 
called Punt. Punt was a mythical land where the gods dwelt 
with men who were long-lived, holy and divine. The Greeks 
in their own time pronounced Punt as Panch or Panchea. 
Renowned African archaeologist Felix Chami in his work The 
Unity of African Ancient History 3000 B.C. to A.D. 500, 
undertook an extensive analysis of the term Pa-nch(ea) and 

Punt. Egyptian and Greek records maintained that 
Punt/Panch was located in a horizon land in interior Africa 
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south of Egypt. Chami concluded that Punt was a cognate 
for Bantu, and Panch a generic name for a race of dwarfs 
whom he called “nchi” from a land somewhere in Sub-
Saharan Africa. He noted that in Swahili, pa is 
interchangeable with Kwa, hence replacing the “pa” in Pa-

nch with the Kiswahili word “kwa”, meaning „belonging to‟, he 
concluded that the Pa-nch would translate into Kiswahili as 
Kwa-Nshi. In fact without knowing it Chami has had made a 
great discovery for the native name of the monoliths which 
the Ikom oral tradition says were made by dwarfs, is Akwa 
Nshi. An Igbo mythology known as Ndi Ichie Akwa 
Mythology or Folklore Origins of the Igbo (I.N.C.Nwosu, 
1983) maintains that God gave the Law in the form of stone 
tablets to the ancestors of the Black race, and that these 
stone tablets were called Ichie Akwa (a cognate of Akwa 

Nshi). The story says that leadership of the Black race, 
hence the world fell on the Igbo nation by primogeniture.  
 
The Akwa Nshi stones of Ikom are each a representation of 
an ancestor. It features the ancestor Eve (whom the Ikom 
indigenes call Shishe (by an uncanny coincidence, Shishe 
happens to be the same Hebrew name which Adam gave to 
Eve the moment she was created), the first woman on earth 
to ever bear a child by pregnancy! Another monolith among 

those that have been transcribed so far, bore the name 
Kheme (Ham). Ikom indigenes translate the term Akwa Nshi 
as „Spirits in the Earth‟. This may mean that the stones 
above ground are representations of god-men who have 
gone underground, died, or were god-sons of the earth 
goddess.  
 
Native legends say the monoliths were made by dwarfs who 
acted with one mind (having a group soul), who were called 

Mo-nkom in the native Ikom dialect, which literally means 
„the little people (mo), of one mind (nkom)‟. The word 
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Nshi/Eshi and variations of it were also used by Egyptians 
and Cushites as a secret name of pygmies and Blacks from 
the land of the gods. Chami noted that the Egyptians 
attributed the origin of Pygmies to the land of Punt … and 
they identified the Puntites as being “nehsi” … The 

Cushites maintained the same concept for Black people  
whom they called “nehesyu”. The Swahili of the coast of 
East Africa have maintained the word “nyehusi” for black. 
(p. 149)   
 
Other descriptions of the land of Panch (also called 
Panchea) from Greek sources as diverse as Herodotus, 
Iambulus and Euhemerus  indicated that it was located on 
the Equator  at a place where the “day (was) equal to night 
and the sun (was) overhead”. These Greek sources 

maintained that the inhabitants of Punt/Panch observed a 
kinship structure of extended family and respect for 
elders, they were “literate, having an alphabet out of which 

they wrote words in upright columns”, they dressed in raffia, 
some in animal hide and others wove cotton which they died 
purple (purple is a bluish hue, Igbo people traditionally wove 
cloth called akwa mmiri, always died blue). Their occupation 
included farming and metal working. Their land grew palm 
trees and other nut bearing trees. The land was accessible 

via the sea and through a coastal land of many islands and 
lakes (a Delta region) where trading by barter was carried on 
with foreigners. In the mainland there is a large river which 
flowed from “west to east”. Chami identified this river as the 
River Niger which flows through Igbo land and the Niger 
Delta into the Atlantic Ocean. Records amassed by Chami 
about the natives of Panchea show that some of the 
inhabitants lived in earth-mounds and serpents were revered 
all over their country.  
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Punt, which Chami also identifies as the origin of the word 
Bantu (when voiceless /p/ is replaced with its voiced 
equivalent /b/), was not only regarded as the „Land of the 
Gods‟ by the Egyptians, its inhabitants were revered as god-
men and sons and daughters of the gods. A description of 

them from records of the New Kingdom dating 1500-1100 B. 
C. refers to them as “pig tail wearers, the scar-bearers … 

the Nehusyu with burnt face (referring to their black colour); 
the frizzy haired”. (Chami, Ibid., p. 148) The pigtail is the 
Igbo symbol of authority, known as nza, the use of which is 
diffused among some of their Kwa neighbours. It is one of 
the many cultural practices of the Kwa that have been found 
among Dravidian Indian priests.  
 
 

Euhemerus who visited this land circa 330 B.C. reported that 
the inhabitants of “Panchea” were original to the land – “that 
they were sprung from the soil itself” (autochthonous) 

and that “people from other parts of the ancient world used 
to come there to trade. These included Oceanites 
(Southeast Asians), Indians, Scythians and Cretans.” 
(Chami, Ibid., p. 160) Information from Herodotus (500 B.C.) 
indicates that the land of the dwarfs is reachable from North 
Africa by crossing the desert and after a journey of many 

months arriving at a forest region of wild beasts. Other 
Greek as well as Persian (king Cambyses II, 525 B. C.), 
Carthaginian (Hanno, 600 B. C.), sources of information say 
that sea farers travelling along the coast of West Africa 
encounter these black dwarfs in a place of swamps and 
“lakes” or creeks not too far from a volcanic mountain. 

(See Herodotus, The Histories, p. 89; Chami, Ibid., p. 158)  
 
The place of creeks, lakes and swamps is of course the 

Niger Delta region of Nigeria; in fact the monoliths are 
located in the Niger Delta region, within viewing distance 
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from the volcanic mount Cameroons. There is no doubt that 
these written records by eye witnesses who visited West 
Africa more than 2,500 years ago are referring to the same 
dwarfs who as Ikom people maintain, created the monoliths 
and their inscriptions. As the reports say, the dwarfs were 

autochthonous and long-lived. They were holy for the very 
gods lived among them. These were none other than the 
Nwa-Nshi - the race of dwarfs that founded Igbo civilization 
and through the Igbo cultural and genetic bloodline 
maintained the Divine Bloodline of Sons of God! It would 
seem that whereas the Enshi dwarfs were well known as 
magicians all over Sub-Saharan Africa, it is only in Igbo land 
that they maintained a tap root within the culture and the 
daily life of the people. In fact they were the ambassadors 
and sustainers of the culture that is identified with the Igbo 

nation, its religious practices, its cults, especially the Ozo 
institution of title-taking and title-holding, which is the cult of 
go-men. They were known in Igbo-land as wizards who 
commanded the elements with great ease and who were 
exceedingly “long lived”. (See The Igbo Roots of Olaudah 
Equiano where Catherine Acholonu dwelt on the Nwanshi 
phenomenon.)  
 
ICHI – THE MARK OF THE GODMAN: 

The Pancheans were literate, having an Alphabet executed 
in upright columns. This, as already indicated, is a reference 
to the monolith inscriptions as well as the column writing of 
the Igbo which we have studied under a separate title. (See 
Catherine Acholonu: “Ogam Stone Inscriptions and Igbo 
Column Writing”, published online at 
www.catherineacholonu.com; see also, Catherine Acholonu: 
“Ogam Philosophical Language and the Lost Nation of 
Tilmun”, in Reflections on Indigenous Philosophical Thought 

and its Contributions to Tolerance in Society, UNESCO 
Nigeria Publication, Abuja, 2006)  

http://www.catherineacholonu.com/
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As already noted, ichi is the evidence of the remembrance of 
Igbo column writing that has been frozen in time. 
Onwuejeogwu noted that there are variations in style of ichi 
lines, executed in such a way as to differentiate one clan of 

carvers from another. Each variation is a signature and 
identity mark of the clan to which it belongs. This can be 
interpreted to mean that ichi lines could be read as clan-
names, family names and so on. (Onwuejeogwu, M.A.: An 
Ibo Civilization - Nri Kingdom and Hegemony, London, 1981, 
p. 80) Column writing was also used in Igbo land for various 
circumstances: in marriage ceremonies, to determine bride 
price – ima ogu „Bride Price Computation‟; in commerce, for 
cult practices and for record keeping. The later form of use is 
recorded in Chinua Achebe‟s Things Fall Apart, (p. 6). Also it 

was employed by initiates of the Ozo cult to indicate ranks 
and as a means of specifying social strata, for instance, by 
visitors to a titled man‟s house. This, too, is recorded in 
Things all Apart, (p. 5). This is what is left of a system that 
millennia ago was an organized form of writing, as noted by 
Greek historians and sailors who visited the area more than 
two thousand years ago, for the monoliths actually feature 
various forms of writing or orthographies, such as linear, 
curvular, dotted, and angular writings. It was a library of 

knowledge, more or less life an ancient Library of Congress 
where long lost knowledge of various nations had been 
stored and forgotten. 
 
The most common or secular form of ichi was a group of 
horizontal or slanting lines on the fore-head and the temples. 
But the Igbo Ukwu sacred artifacts exhibit a more sacred 
form of ichi said to have been borne by Nri priest-kings. Its 
basic shape is an X-shaped cross with series of concentric 

Vs facing the four cardinal points, as seen on the Igbo Ukwu 
bronze faces. This is the type of ichi that was borne by the 
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Nwa-nshi dwarfs. (See Plate 3) A group of such V-shaped 
lines executed concentrically (sometimes with central or 
axial lines, imitating the geometric structure of a palm frond) 
running through the forehead, the temples and the jaw 
create the structure of an equal-armed cross or an X-shaped 

cross (depending on the angle of the observer), or like a sun 
emitting rays in all directions, making the face of the 
individual bearing the ichi to appear like the face of the sun 
(Plate 3, 10b, 8). X is the shape of the Greek letter chi. Chi –
roh, the Christian symbol of Christ is said to have pagan 
Canaanite origins associated with sun worship. (Christopher 
Knight et al., The Book of Hiram, 2003) As in Igbo tradition, 
the Chi roh is also associated with the palm-frond symbol 
(Plate 11). Chi and ich(i) have the same meaning in Igbo and 
in Greek. They both mean „the sun, the cross and the god-

man and constitute the etymological origin of the word Chi-
ristos/Christ.  We also found that a group of concentric V-
shapes with or without an axial line actually occurs in 
Sumerian Proto cuneiform and Akkadian alphabet as the 
letter Shi (See Plate 12, line 4)  and that a single V-shape 
with a line in the center is the basic structure of the letter 
Shin in Hebrew Alphabet and in the esoteric writing of the 
Magi called “Passing the River”. These similarities are not 
coincidental. The link between Jesus the fish god-man and 

the fish god-men who inaugurated Igbo market days has 
already been discussed. 
 
Iambulus reported that the Pancheans had “festivals and 
feasts … in honor of the sun after whom they name both 
(their lands) and themselves” (Chami, Ibid., p. 164). Infact 
almost all Igbo names contain the word Chi as in Chima, 
Ogechi, Chineny; so too the place names, as in Arochukwu, 
Umuchima. M.D.W. Jeffreys, a British anthropologist who 

studied the ichi phenomenon in Awka province from 1930-31 
observed that “Umundri (sic.) means „children of Ndri‟ (a „Sky 
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Being‟)”… and that “this people, having a sun-cult and a 
divine king, … gave the names of „sun‟ and „moon‟ to the two 
upper designs in the (ichi) pattern”. (F.C. Ogbalu, ed., The 
Igbo as Seen by Others, 1988, p. 47, 49) Jeffreys observed 
that the word ichi is derived from chi which means „sun‟. Chi 

as in ka chi fo means „daylight‟, „sunlight‟, „day‟; but it also 
means „soul/spirit/god‟, as in Chi na enye. As a sun symbol, 
ichi represents the sun emitting rays in four directions, 
indicating that the face of its bearer is the face of the sun: 
he/she is the sun, the god of his environment, ruling the four 
cardinal points and the four days of the Igbo traditional week 
and representing the four cosmic deities: Eke, Orie, Afo and 
Nkwo – the fourth being the father of the Igbo nation. 
 
Nwa-nchi dwarfs were custodians of the Igbo belief in the 

cult of the god-man/revered ancestor (living or dead) 
otherwise called Ozo, Nze, Ichie. The basic tenet of the Igbo 
theology of the god-man is that man has the capacity to 

become a god while he is alive on earth by going through a 
series of initiations aimed at attaining divine wisdom while 
taking titles that place him in the hierarchy of the gods. The 
process by which a newly elected Eze Nri becomes a deity is 
described in detail in Onwuejeogwu, Ibid., p. 86-88) In Nri, 
the highest title/initiation is that of Eze Nri. “Eze Nri (the 

divine king of Nri) is regarded as mmuo [Spirit] and as a kind 
of Alusi (deity). He was called Eze Mmuo or Eze Alusi, 
meaning king of spirits (and king of the gods). He is greeted 
as Igwe, meaning symbolically „the sky‟”. (Onwuejeogwu, p. 
85) Likewise to take the ozo title is called ima mmuo 
(knowing/seeing the spirit)  and the collective spirits of those 
who have taken the ozo title are called Ichie Ukwu (Great 
Divine Ancestors) who are supposed to have joined the rank 
of gods.  
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Ozo titled men are required by tradition to be faultless. They 
must never tell a lie, cheat or commit any act of injustice 
against another. They must live in a state of sinlessness or 
what we choose to call impeccability. In this way an ozo is 

able to live and function as an oracle and trusted judge of 

the community. This too was noted by the ancient 
visitor/sailor to Panchea, Iambulus, who described the 
Pancheans as “men of honorable character … of blessed 
and long life”. Mesopotamians who came to Punt/Panchea 
as early as 2,000 B. C. (four thousand years ago), called 

the region “the island of the blessed”, while Egyptians called 
it the land “of Genius”. T. Kendall, (1997, p. 171) called the 
Pacheans “a race of faultless men” and reported that 
“Greeks, soon to enter Egypt in great numbers would hear of 
the remote (Pancheans) and build legends around them.” M. 

Cary and E. Warmington, (The Ancient Explorers, 1963, p. 
75) insisted that the Greeks copied the prototype of 
„Utopia‟ from these tribe of faultless men. This is a 

particularly interesting discovery, when we consider that the 
Igbo nation had a homegrown Democracy, perhaps the only 
one in the ancient world, and that Democracy was given to 
the modern world via Greece! This brings us to another 
controversial Igbo phenomenon, that of „Igbo enwe Eze’- 
which we paraphrase as „Igbo, the nation of Democrats‟ or 

what The Nag Hammadi calls “the kingless generation”! 
 
IGBO - THE KINGLESS GENERATION, THE WORLD‟S 
OLDEST AND ONLY INDIGENOUS DEMOCRACY:  

 
An anonymous book in the Nag Hammadi Scriptures titled 
On the Origin of the World addressing issues regarding the 
creation of the world, the formation of humankind and the 
end of the Age, says - 

there are four generations, three generations belong to the kings of the 

eighth heaven, and the fourth generation, which is the most exalted, is 
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kingless and perfect. These people will enter the holy place of their 

Father and they will reside in rest … They are kings. They are the 

immortal within the mortal, and they will condemn the gods of chaos and 

their powers [by revealing the pattern of incorruptibility] (p. 219, 

emphases mine). 

 
The above passage touches on vital phenomena that are 
central to the definition of Igbo cosmos and identity: the 
cosmic numbers: four (the small week) and eight (the great 
week), the concept of kinglessness „Igbo enwe eze‟, the 

lust for knowledge and the incorruptibility of the god-man, as 
with the ozo titled men. We have a pet theory that the reason 
why an Igbo can never grovel and roll on the ground before 
a fellow human being, no matter how highly placed (as some 
other Nigerian tribes do) is that every Igbo man feels in his 
marrow that he is a king. The Nag Hammadi Scripture 
actually proves us right. The Igbo happen to be the only tribe 
in the world whose kinglessness is part of their identity, their 
genealogy, their cosmology and their philosophy. The Igbo 
have a curious religious practice of self-worship or self-

deification, whereby an individual‟s first god is himself and 

his very first shrine is a shrine constructed and dedicated to 
his personal spirit, his chi. He venerates this god (whose 
physical manifestation is himself) along with his ancestors. 
This personal shrine is the only one at which he performs 
rights of worship. He may visit some other shrines at some 

point or the other, but only to consult, never to worship, for 
the only god deserving of an Igbo man/woman‟s veneration 
is the god that he himself is. This shrine is tended through 

such acts as libation, incantations, prayers and petitions and 
feeding with food, without which the individual would be 
expected to fail in his/her life‟s endeavors. This is the highest 
expression of individuality and is viewed by us as a 
fundamental aspect of Igbo ontological belief in the god-
man.  
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Man‟s attainment of divinity, we believe, is the fundamental 
teaching of Christianity and Jesus Christ, namely: that God 
has become man; that man must see God in himself/herself; 
that man must regain perfection, Wisdom, immortality 
through the transformation of the self – what the Igbo call 
initiation. In fact the Chi Theology is ample proof that the 

Igbo see themselves as a nation of gods and goddesses, 
equivalent to what the Hindu refer to as the Bodhisattva. 
Both the Hindu and the Igbo believe in the god-man, an idea 
that found expression through the Egyptian Pharaohs and 
other so-called divine kings of the world. The Egyptians 
actually believed that the dead Pharaoh must get to the 
Panchean Duat to be united with the gods of West Africa. 
(See Catherine Acholonu: “Tilmun, the Duat and the 
Underground Abode of the Gods in West Africa”, published 

online at www.catherineacholonu.com.)  
 
Nri religious Theology which is shared by all Igbo people 
says that - 

Chukwu (Chi-ukwu) is the Great Creator of all beings, forces and things 

both visible and invisible. The Great Creator has four major aspects which 

are manifestations of his existence. First, Chukwu is Anyanwu, which 

symbolically means the sun. As the sun‟s light is everywhere so Chukwu 

is everywhere; as the sun is powerful so Chukwu is all-powerful; as the 

sun is the light that reveals things so Chukwu is the source of all 

knowledge. Secondly Chukwu is Agbala (Ani/Ala) which is manifested in 

the fertility of the earth and beings that inhabit it. Thirdly Chukwu is chi 

which is manifested in the power and ability of living beings to procreate 

themselves from generation to generation. Fourthly, Chukwu is Okike, that 

is creation, and is manifested in the creation of everything visible and 

invisible, which is a never-ending process. Chukwu as Okike created the 

laws that govern the visible and invisible. (Onwuejeogwu, 1981, p. 31)  

 

Eze Eri like all ozo titled men within the realm was a spiritual 
exemplar, the „sun-king‟, prototype of the Greek „philosopher 
king‟, not a ruler in a monarchical or political sense. He is a 
god among gods, because the Igbo cannot be ruled, they 
can only be guided along the path of god-becoming (the 

http://www.catherineacholonu.com/
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Bodhisattva). Defining “the Kingless Generation”, The Nag 
Hammadi says, “glorious and without number, they are 
designated the generation over whom no kingdoms exist. 
And all the beings of the realm with no kingdom over it 
… are designated the children of the un-conceived 

Father.” (p. 277)  

 
The basic meaning of the kingless generation is Democracy. 
As demonstrated in the works of Chinua Achebe and 
Olaudah Equiano, the Igbo operate a home-grown and 
indigenous democracy. They have done so from times 
beyond memory. They did so before the coming of Eri. And 
even in Eri times, the various Igbo communities continued to 
observe the system of leadership by judges and senators 
called Ndi Ichie. (Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart; Olaudah 

Equiano, The Interesting Narrative, 1789) 
 
We recall the man with two forehead concentric circles 
among the Igbo Ukwu sacred artifacts which we discussed 
earlier, and the definition of two concentric circles given in 
Nag Hammadi, whereby “the first (sphere)” is  “the self-
begotten Soul (un-conceived Father)”. It goes around “the 

second sphere, the Son – … the only-begotten soul”. (p. 
642) The kingless generations are also called “the 

unshakable generation of the perfect human” in The Nag 

Hammadi.  We call them the „no shaking‟ people, borrowing 
the words of Enugu State politicians. Their origin is 
“immeasurable light, pure, holy, immaculate.” (Nag 
Hammadi, p. 109) They are from a realm about which it is 
said: “time was not allotted to it”, an “eternal day… with 
unlimited number of days” (Nag Hammadi p. 108, 336). 
There, in the immeasurable light of the Father, they lacked 
nothing, for the Father was “absolutely complete” in Himself. 

Thus the Father‟s offspring are called “the Children of the 
Light”. The Nag Hammadi separates them from the ordinary 
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humans created by the forces of darkness such as described 
in the Jewish Bible by a god who appeared from a realm 
where “Darkness covered the face of the Deep”, and who 
had to decree physical light, before “there was light”. 
 

Startling parallels exist between this and Igbo folklore 
detailing a period which Adiele Afigbo calls the “Eternal 
Day”, the Age of Innocence and none-time, spent in a realm 
of Light and Eternal Glory, where the Igbo were sustained by 
God-substance and maintained unbroken communication 
with God their Father and never slept (perpetual 
consciousness). The Nag Hammadi says that this situation 
remained unbroken until Sophia a female angel gave birth to 
a being without the permission of God. This being, was 
godless and became jealous of the Son of God, the Immortal 

Human Being, Adam, and plotted to bring him down. He 
separated Adam from the eternal light and presence of God 
and gave him physical food to eat. Like the Igbo when Adam 
ate this food, he fell to the ground and slid into a deep sleep 
(he slept for the first time), the sleep of “ignorance”. Afigbo 
wrote that  

Igbo world started on a pedestal of high spirituality in which there was 

perpetual day, regular converse with their High God who fed them on 

ethereal food… All went well until one day a woman whose menstrual 

flows were on attempted to harvest the sky substance for food… The 

result was that Chineke (God) and the sky receded, plunging them into 

famine ... With the eating of material food came … the fall. Man slept for 

the first time and night (darkness) descended for the first time too… i.e. 

his consciousness fell. (Afigbo, Igbo History and Society, p. 465) 

  

The similarities between these two stories are uncanny. The 
fact that Igbo accounts of their origins has the exact same 
details as the Nag Hammadi account of the origins of a 

kingless generation of sons of God, shows that these two 
accounts are speaking about the same group of people! This 
fact is critical to our thesis that the secret teachings of The 
Nag Hammadi scriptures which was hidden away in Egypt 
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(Africa) by Jesus and his inner caucus disciples, and which 
is called the African Gospel , was directed at the Igbo and 
their Kwa brethren, the sons of God who are the hope of the 
earth! Neither is possible to gloss over the fact that in Igbo 
language, Adaa-m means „I have fallen‟. Cleary there is a 

great mystery here. Between the Igbo who originally shared 
the consciousness of a God of Light, and the Israelites 
whose God moved about in waters that were covered by 
darkness, before creating physical light – Let there be Light! 
There is a discrepancy not just between those people who 
lay claim to being the chosen people of God and those who 
are convinced that they are a nation of Gods and 
Goddesses, a holy people, beings of Light whose true nature 
is the nature of the deity! 
 

Afigbo divides Igbo History into two great epochs: “the epoch 
of the gods” or the “mythical Golden Age - what in the 
Christian Bible is called the Garden of Eden period” which 
was characterized by the reign of Eri, the sky being/ god-
man who employed a native smith from Awka to dry up the 
waterlogged land before settling in it (p. 419, 417). There 
appears to be a mix-up in chronological time here because 
the coming of Eri was associated with the solving of 
problems associated with the Flood (11,000 B. C.), and the 

presence of the smith implied an already existing 
technology, perhaps early Bronze Age (9.000 B.C.) – the 
Kwa were bronze casters (a craft they share with 
Chaldeans). Therefore the coming of Eri could not have 
fallen within the period of non-time, but perhaps could be 
said to fall within the period immediately following it. This 
again would tend to suggest that Eri‟s coming was in the 
immediate post-Diluvial period. Historians connect the 
coming of the Age of metal with the dawn of Agriculture. Like 

the Igbo, the San/Bushmen of Southern Africa narrate in 
their oral tradition that their ancestors lived in harmony with 
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nature until the Bantu Zulu came to them with agriculture 
and metal working techniques. Martin Bernal (Black Athena) 
places “the expansion of Afro-Asiatic and African agriculture 
in the 9

th
 and 8

th
 millennium B.C.!” (p. 14). Bernal‟s date is 

vital because Agriculture and metal working usually went 

together. This is the date which we have mentioned as the 
date of the dug-out canoe unearthed by German 
archaeologists in Yobe State, Nigeria.  The natives, on the 
prompting of the archaeologists, replicated the canoe using 
hoes and machetes (Peter Breunig et.al., in Nigerian 
Heritage Journal, Vol. 4, 1995; “The Dufuna Dugout – 
Africa‟s Oldest Boat”, Borno Museum Society Newsletter), 
demonstrating how the original makers of the canoe could 
have created it. Their task lasted a whooping eighty two 
man-hours, even though they only made a canoe half the 

length of the “prehistoric canoe at Dufuna”, and not so well 
finished, leaving the archaeologists to ponder whether it was 
not impossible to expect any one to make a similar canoe 
with stone implements.  
 
The cosmologies of the Dogon people of Mali and Ivory 
Coast maintain that mankind had eight divine ancestors 
(saviors), the first being a smith brought also agriculture and 
taught civilization to mankind and pot-making. Potsherds 

found in the Sahara date to 9,000 B. C.! Certainly the facts 
suggest that the non-time period of Igbo oral tradition was 
before 9,000 B.C. What we can deduce from the foregoing is 
that even though Adam had experienced the Fall, the Igbo 
people of Nigeria had lived in a state of divine grace up to 
the time prior to the Deluge, i.e. 11,000 B.C. Change only 
came in the post Deluge period when Eri came to them in 
the forest and taught them to work metal.   
 

But who was Eri? Who was this sky being who appeared 
among the forest people of Igbo land from no-where? In The 
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Gram Code of African Adam (p. 301) we made reference to 
Edfu Pyramid records of a man called Khennu, who was the 
friend of the god Horus (Orisha) and his father Ra. Horus 
reigned around 9,000 B.C. in Egypt. Egyptian pyramid 
records describe the flight of the God Ra, the head of the 

Egyptian pantheon, to the far away West African land known 
as “the Land of Khennu” in “the district of UaUa”, to escape 
the conspiracies of his enemies. It was this period of hiding 
that gave Ra the name Atum, the Hidden One. Edfu records 
say “Ra went in his boat and his companions with him. He 
landed in the … Western District of the Throne Place of 
Horus”. The Throne Place of Horus is the Eastern and 
Western Horizon lands in the direction of the Southern Sea 
(the Atlantic Ocean), for Horus was called „Lord of the 
Horizon and the setting sun‟. The Western district of the 

South-Atlantic Horizon is West Africa.  
 
Eri was indeed none other than Ra, who was known in 
Babylon/Mesopotamia as Marduk. In reality Marduk was 
looking to build a secret human army with which to take over 
the rule of Gods and men. This is recorded copiously in 
Enuma Elish and in The Lost Book of Enki, (p. 203). 
Chronologically Marduk/Ra reigned in Egypt by 11,000 B.C., 
according to Egyptian records. His son Osiris ruled briefly, 

by 10,000 before his grand son Horus came into power after 
ousting his father‟s antagonist Seth in the same millennium. 
By this time Ra and his grandson Horus were frequenting 
the Nigeria/Cameroon geographic environment.  
 
In The Gram Code we demonstrated that Ra had built 
himself an underground kingdom within the bowels of the 
Cameroon mountain range which was known in Egypt as the 
Duat, which became the Heaven land of the great Pharaohs 

of Egypt who sought the Afterlife after death. We showed 
evidence that by 3,000 B.C. Gilgamesh visited this land in 
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search of immortality. The term Eri was most likely a 
combination of the names Ra and Heru – the Egyptian 
vernacular name of Horus, for Heru means „Face‟, just as its 
Igbo cognate Iru also means „Face‟, and both must be 
cognates of the great god‟s name „Ra‟. There is a likely 
connection between the fact that Heru (Face) is the ancient 

name of the sun god (Robert Temple, 1987), which Ra 
represents and the fact that Eri was said to have made 
facial scarifications (ichi – an obvious sun symbol) on his 

son and daughter before sacrificing them to bring about the 
staples foods yam and cocoyam, palm and breadfruit trees. 
By this too, we know that Eri was most likely the Egyptian 
Sun god Ra. M.D.W Jeffreys, a British anthropologist 
conducted research in the 1930s in which he compared Igbo 
Ichi marks to the Winged Solar Disc of Egyptian gods 

Ra/Horus and came to the conclusion that the Igbo ichi mark 
was influenced by the Egyptian Winged Disc. He also noted 
the that Igbo word chi (sun, god) was a cognate of Egyptian 
word Shu (sun god), and that the Igbo word Anya-nwu (sun, 
Eye of the sun) as well as Adamawa word Anya-ra of the 
same meaning are both cognates of Egyptian word “Iwnw” 
(Sun/Ra) an ancient name for Heliopolis (Africa Journal of 
the International African Institute, Vol. xxi, Nr. 2, 1951, p. 58-
59). 

 
Elsewhere in this work we have drawn links between Ra and 
Rama of Hindu oral tradition, noting that it was most likely 
Ra‟s son Osiris (Greek Dionysius) who took the Ra tradition 
to India because Egyptian and Greek mythologies insist that 
he undertook a civilizing tour to Asia where he founded 
kingdoms and instituted the worship of the Father-Mother 
God RA-MA. (George James, Stolen Legacy, 1989, 11) 
Thus one can argue that Osiris, the son of Ra was the 

carrier of Igbo thought across the continents. He was 
the instrument of Igbo civilizing influence to the rest of 
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the world. Hindu records say that Rama ruled from the 

center of the world for 11,000 years. This is almost the 
length of Ra‟s influence in Egypt from the time of his father 
to those of his children. The center of the word, as we have 
demonstrated elsewhere in this write up is Africa. Clearly 

Ra/Rama/Eri did bring what is called civilization to the 
ancient Igbo around 11,000 B.C.  It would take another 
7,000 years before the first human king would rule Egypt by 
3,100 B.C. in the person of Menes/Mene. Eri instituted Nri 
kingdom and left a lineage of his children as priest-kings 
over it. By this time there was not yet a human king in Egypt. 
Eri‟s friendship with the Awka black smith and the latter‟s 
role in bringing about the spread of metal technology and 
agriculture led to the dawn of the Bantu colonization of most 
of Sub-Saharan Africa. Egyptian records say that Menes 

was a Black African from the unknown lands located south of 
Egypt. No one can say exactly where he came from, but 
from what we know about Ra‟s Igbo connections, we can 
hazard the guess that he was most likely imposed by Ra 
from among his human friends in Igbo land. One cultural hint 
about the nationality of Menes was that the only full action 
image of him in existence portrays him with a fly-whisk  on 
his waist – a identification mark of the Nwa-nshi and titled 
men of Igbo land.  

  
THE CHILDREN OF THE GODDESS: 

These great sons of the sun were also usually associated 
with the Mother Goddess, emerging facts from recent 
research tend to suggest that all supposed ancient sun 
centers around the world were actually centers for charting 
the movement of Venus, the quintessential Mother Goddess 
star of our solar system, and that the ancients were more 
fascinated with Venus than with the sun, though the two 

were seen as celestial consorts. (Christopher Knight, The 
Book of Hiram, 2003) It is well known that the worship of the 
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goddess preceded that of male deities all aver the world. 
(Robert Graves, Greek Myths 1, 1960; Felix Chami, The 
Unity of African Ancient History, 2003) Emerging facts from 
ethnographic studies indicate that all through the Ages, and 
in various continents, the most ancient dwellers on planet 

earth were dwarfs. In various continents and in Africa they 
were known as Twas, San, Bushmen and Pygmies. They 
have survived in folklore as elves, gnomes, dwarfs and 
fairies. African folklore from all over the continent record that 
dwarfs were the first dwellers on the planet, and that they 
lived in holes under the ground. Dogon Esoteric Science 
also holds it that the first ancestors of mankind were dwarfs 
who lived in holes under the ground. (Geoffrey Parinder, 
African Mythology, 1975) The first founders of culture on the 
five continents were black dwarfs. Archaeological evidence 

places them as early as 40,000 - 100,000 B.C. in places like 
Europe. (Runoko Rashidi and James Brunson, “People of 
the First World: Small Blacks in Africa and Asia”, African 
Presence in Early Asia, 1985).  
 
Igbo-land is no exception. Modern historians of the Kwa 
family of languages, have equally recorded that prior to the 
north-south migration of the ancestors of the Kwa, the 
southern Nigerian landscape was populated by “early 

humans … short in height and black in color,” who were to 
be called “people of the Paleolithic (old Stone Age)” … they 
were regarded as heavenly beings, magicians and children 
of the earth goddess and of the god of heaven because they 
lived under the earth and moved with great ease among the 
trees. (See Omoregie, O. S. B., Great Benin 1: The Age of 
Iso Norho, 1997)  
 
Afigbo maintains the notion held by linguists and 

archaeologists that the original inhabitants of the area that 
was to be occupied by the Kwa (i.e. the Proto-Kwa) was 
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autochthonous in the Niger-Benue confluence area, and that 
both their Proto-language and the Proto-Kwa people 
themselves originated from the Niger-Benue confluence 
area. If we accept that the Kwa ancestors of the Igbo and 
their brethren the Igala, Yoruba, Edo, Idoma, Ijaw (of 

Southern Nigeria), Ashanti, Akan (of Ghana) etc., migrated 
from North Africa, and the language spoken by their 
ancestors was originated in situ in the place where they were 
to settle, then this amounts to saying that Proto-Kwa was the 
language of the original natives of the land, not of the 
incomers. And that these original natives were culturally so 
well organized and strong to transfer their language to these 
incomers who had traversed wide distances to get to the 
Proto-Kwa territory. And if one accepts so-called lexico-
statistical evidence that the separation of Igbo language from 

the rest of the Kwa languages took place around 6,000 B.C., 
then that would mean that Igbo sub-culture itself was already 
well defined by this period. What we have seen is that the 
culture we call Igbo was molded by the race of dwarfs called 
Nwa-nchi, who until recently were still functioning as cult 
instruments, culture ministers, oral historians and priests 
who shaped and sustained the religious and ethical world 
called Igbo.  
 

Evidence available to us through research suggests that 
these dwarfs were not only of one mind, as recorded by 
Ikom natives, they possessed one language, spoken by all 
the members of their divine family. That language was first a 
language of symbols, before it developed into words. The 
Nag Hammadi (Marsenes) says so at least and insists that 
the verbal language of the sons of God is made up of vowels 
and diphthongs to which consonants have been added, but 
that vowels are more superior on the divine scale than 

consonants in determining the configuration of the names of 
gods and angels; while among consonants the voiceless are 
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more superior than the voiced (p. 642-646). We know that 
Kwa languages, Igbo in particular, are sonic languages; that 
unlike Hebrew and other mainstream languages of the 
northern hemisphere it builds words with more vowels than 
consonants. (Hebrew Alphabet is made up entirely of 

consonants). Thus, says The Nag Hammadi book Marcenes, 
“the configuration of the Self-Begotten Soul (the Father) is 
AEEIOUO, while that of the only Begotten Soul (the 
Son/Child) is EEIOU! This sounds like the Igbo cult words Iyi 
Owu (the Cult Spirit of the Sea) - the cult name for the spirit 
of the masquerade, said to come from the river, just as Nag 
Hammadi insists that God‟s essence abides in the nature of 
water- which is why (it says) water is used in baptism. 
Our thesis is therefore in tandem with The Nag Hammadi 
Scriptures that the original language of the gods was given 

to mankind in symbols and images before he could utter it in 
sonics and vowel sounds: sounds that possessed the nature 
and power of God in them; sounds that moved mountains 
and changed the courses of rivers. By the time consonants 
were added, the power of these sounds began to wane. The 
Nag Hammadi says that originally Alphabets were “letters of 
truth, they speak and know themselves. Each letter is a 
perfect truth, like a perfect book, for they are letters 
written in unity, written by the Father for the eternal 

realms, so that by means of his letters they might come 
to know the Father.” (The Gospel of Truth, p. 39) Countless 

instances in The Nag Hammadi Scriptures – (secret Gospels 
of Jesus Christ and his inner caucus of trusted disciples) 
insist that Jesus‟ message was directed at the sons of Ham 
and Japheth known exclusively as the spiritual lineage of 
Seth. Space does not permit us to show all the instances in 
the Bible, the Dead Sea Scrolls and The Nag Hammadi 
where it is stated that this was the cause of the endless 

antagonism between Shem‟s lineage and the lineage of 
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Ham, who is always mentioned as the first in the lineage of 
Seth. 
 
If the secret teachings of Jesus Christ are anything to go by, 
then the language and identity of the Sons of God was 

marked as we have seen by three major symbols: (1) the ichi 
as seen in chi-roh symbols/concentric Vs cluster/palm frond 
geometry); (2) the double concentric circle; (3) the 
quadrangle or lozenge which is an inverted form of the four-
sided ichi or the cross. In the Biblical Book of Genesis, it is 
shown that the Semitic word for Man (Adam) is Ish and that 
of Woman is Ish-sha: “This one at last is bone of my bones 
and flesh of my flesh; this one shall be called „Ish-sha‟ 
(woman), for out of her man „Ish‟, this one has been taken.”  
 

Ikom native-name for Eve, the first mother, according to their 
oral tradition, is Shi-Sha! – too similar one might say, to the 
Hebrew name of Eve Ish-sha! This name was found 
inscribed in Sumerian and Malayalam letters on the very 
stone dedicated by the natives to their Eve. For us this is 
proof that the story of the first man and first woman started in 
West Africa among the Kwa, the sons of God! This thesis is 
developed in our 500-page work The Gram Code of African 
Adam, Stone Books and Cave Libraries, Reconstructing 

450,000 Years of Africa’s Lost Civilizations, Abuja, 2005, 
where we illustrated in detail the procedures we employed in 
deciphering the monoliths inscriptions). It is also important to 
note that all Kwa myths of origin insist that their ancestors 
were sons of God who fell from grace and from heaven and 
found themselves marooned on an inhospitable earth. Our 
findings as demonstrated here would tend to prove, rather 
than disprove this claim. Ra could not have been 
unconnected with this attempt to record the history of 

creation and the Fall of Adam and his bloodline, for wherever 
Oriental researchers have looked, they have found evidence 
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that Ra/Marduk made endless attempts to rewrite the history 
of gods and men to his own advantage. We are yet to 
conclude our deciphering of the monoliths, but already we 
can attest that Ra‟s name appears on the highest numbers 
of the stones examined! 

 
UGWUELE - THE MISSING LINK: 

 
The discovery of an Archeulian culture in Igbo land by 
veteran archaeologist, Prof. Joseph Anozie of the University 
of Nigeria, Nsukka, dating back to 500,000 B.C. (plate 14) in 
the very area described by historians as “the first places of 
Igbo settlement and the center around which (Igbo) culture 
was synthesized”, namely, Okigwe, Nsukka, Udi, Orlu and 
Awka uplands (Afigbo, Ibid., p. 150-151) – a period long 

forgotten, and in Afigbo‟s words, belonging to “times out of 
mind” -  is in itself proof that Igbo culture in this area is 
aboriginal, “sprung from the earth”, as the natives  and the 
visitors to ancient Panchea have consistently claimed.  
 
Our research team undertook a cultural pilgrimage to 
Ugwuele, Abia State and among other places of cultural 
interest such as the palace of the Eze Nri, the Odinani 
museum, Nri and the Igbo Ukwu museum Igbo Ukwu, 

Anambra State, and made some surprising discoveries. We 
found a disused cave-shrine at the highest hill-top in a 
village located high above the territory of Ugwuele, in Ngodo 
town (plate 15).b The shrine which is called Isiume (first 
breath) is the place where a Goddess or rather the 
Mother/Father God, known to the natives as Nnem Chukwu 
(My Supreme Mother God) was worshipped in the days of 
yore! Her name and the name of the cave speak volumes. 
Isi-Ume (First Breath) implies, by its name, that this cave 

was the place where man took his first breath. The first 
breath, like the first experience of sleeping and of eating 
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recorded in the mythical period immediately following the era 
of non-time, seems to have taken place after the Fall from 
god-nature and from God‟s presence. This cave, in which 
stalactites and stalagmites have long joined and started 
decaying, seems to have been used at a very early period in 

earth‟s history and deserves archaeological attention. Its 
location on the highest tip of the hill  brings to mind the god 
of the Canaanites called the Most high, or El, Elyon or Elu-
yah.  
 
El Elyon was the god of Melchizedek, the prehistoric priest-
king of Jerusalem, who performed the first Eucharistic 
(Bread and Wine) ritual in the Bible. The Canaanite word El, 
also spelt as Elu means „High‟. The tie in sound and 
meaning with Igbo word Elu „high‟, suggests that the worship 

of a god identified with the heights is a shared cultural 
feature of the Canaanites and the Igbo, not a coincidence. 
Perhaps Ugwu-ele (the Hill of Ele) takes its name from the 
early days of this religion, suggesting that the etymology of 
the word El and Elu in Canaanite and in Igbo must be sought 
in this place of Archuelian habitation. The Nag Hammadi 
speaks of the coming of the great angel of the “fourth eon” 
or the “fourth Luminary” of heaven who was sent to earth 

after the Fall to protect the children of Seth from the false 

gods of the earth. His name was Ele-leth. (On the Origin of 
the World, p. 219) He is linked by the symbolism of the 
number four to Nag Hammadi‟s “fourth generation” of 
humanity “which is the most exalted, is kingless and 

perfect”, and by extension to the Igbo nation to whom the 
same number and elements of culture apply. Ele in Ugwu-
ele was obviously a proper name, but, whose name it was, 
no one remembers. However, the fact that the word held a 
pride of place among the early and genealogical inhabitants 

of the area is attested to by the unforgettable title of the 
founder of the present author‟s town - Okwara Ugwu-ele 
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(First Son of Ugwu-ele). Okwara Ugwuele is the full name 
and title of the founder of Orlu town. It is said that the word 
Orlu is a misspelling of the word Ele and that Orlu people 
came from Okigwe, hence our pilgrimage to Ugwu-ele.  
 

It is also relevant to mention that on our way to the cave, we 
passed Ugwuele and Ngodo village settlements. In Ngodo 
we found pre-historic, clay potsherds (as well as palm nuts) 
sticking out of walls of all the mud houses (old and new) in 
the village and scattered in farmlands (plate 16).  This would 
indicate the presence of deep layers of ancient human 
habitation because one has to dig up to five or six feet in 
order to find earth with the right consistency for making 
walls. What this means is that Ngodo people built their old 
and new houses atop ancient habitations lying as deep as 

five to six feet below ground. Between the Ngodo village and 
the cave of Mother God Almighty, we found a stream flowing 
from a rock out-cropping (15a); beyond the stream, in an 
uninhabited area (reachable only on foot), we found a 
number of very dark, very heavy and smooth slag strewn 
along the path. Out of curiosity, and not knowing what they 
were, we picked them up and added them to our finds, only 
to discover similar objects among Anozie‟s finds, labeled as 
“slag” (plate 16b) when we visited Igbo Ukwu Museum, Igbo 

Ukwu, Anambra State the very next day.  
 
These finds lend credence to our conclusion that there has 
been an unbroken belt of human habitation in the Ugwuele 
area of Igbo land from the time of the Archeulian habitation 
recorded by archaeologist Joseph Anozie. Our own chance 
finds indicate that there has been in addition to the 
Archeulian Age, a Metal Age and a pottery Age. Incidentally 
the slag are located closer to the Isiume cave than the 

potsherds on a flat plain which seems to have been 
inhabited by worshippers of the goddess at a very early 
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period, though all traces of habitation have been lost. The 
Orlu, Okigwe, Nsukka, Awka area termed Meso-Okigwe, is, 
according to historians, the seat of the evolution of the key 
factors of Igbo culture: yam culture, ancestor cult, nature 
deities (ala, anyanwu, and okonko), title systems, men‟s 

secret societies, the Igbo calendar and a dense network of 
trade routes and markets. (Afigbo, Ibid., p. 571)  
 
Historians agree that in most African Prehistoric societies, 
the earliest human habitation took place in the uplands and 
hill-tops. One of the main reasons for choosing hill-tops as 
reported by several historians was the fact that there were 
numerous wet-phases or flood periods when the earth was 
under water. In Okigwe this phase of human history is 
etched on the hills along the way to Ugwuele in the form of 

pre-historic indentations made by flood waters at exactly the 
same level on three separate hills - a tell-tale indication of a 
wet phase that may have lasted for tens if not hundreds of 
years – long enough to leave indentations that have lasted 
for millennia (plate 17a, b, c). If this was the same wet phase 
that involved the Father of Nations Noah  (Nnaoha is Igbo 
term for „father of nations‟), and we seriously suspect that it 
was, then those indentations show clearly that the Okigwe 
hills were not totally inundated by the Flood. The corollary to 

this is that the ACHEULIAN AGE PEOPLE AND CULTURE 
OF OKIGWE DID SURVIVE THE DELUGE!  To say that 
serious archaeological work needs to be done in Okigwe 
area to determine the various phases of this unbroken belt of 
culture that was handed down and preserved by the 
Supreme God through a chosen people, a culture that 
attracted the competitive interest the gods of Egypt and 
Mesopotamia, is to overstate the obvious.  
 

IGBO ORIGIN OF EGYPTIAN AND GREEK 
PHILOSOPHIES: 
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There is enough evidence preserved in various surviving 
languages of the globe to indicate that the earliest global 
colonialists actually spoke the Igbo language. Through them 
were sown in the world, the first seeds of the belief in one 

God (actually it was one Goddess, the God-element came 
much later) and of the god-man and god-woman – the sons 
and daughters of the Supreme Being –  what in Igbo 
cosmology is called mmadu chukwu (literally god-human) or 
nwa-anyanwu (child of the Sun). There is ample linguistic 
and cosmological evidence to suggest that the Igbo concept 
of god-man represented by the etymon Chi does exist in the 
cosmology of other nations such as Egyptian ki, Chinese 
Chi, I Ching, Hindu Chrisna/Khrisna as well as Greek 
Chi/Christos (already discussed).  The god-man Krishna (the 

incarnation of the second person of the Hindu Trinity) is a 
black deity also known by the name of Ham‟s fourth son 
„Canaan‟!   
 
Thus was the Pre-historic root of Christianity was sown 
several millennia before the birth of Jesus Christ with ichi 
representing the cross and the rays of the sun, and Oji 
(kolanut) representing the Eucharist. The hallmarks of Igbo 
culture and cosmology were – Democracy or Self-

government of the people, Kingless-ness; Divine Justice 
(Ogu or what the Egyptians call Maat); Freedom of Thought 
and Expression, and the Divinity of the Human genus. 
George James in his much celebrated Stolen Legacy, 
propagated the thesis that Greek philosophy was stolen from 
Egyptian Philosophy because all Great Greek philosophers 
studied in Egypt. But what is most shocking is that every 
great milestone of Greek Philosophy is an adaptation of Igbo 
philosophy. This statement is not even the tip of the iceberg. 

In fact we require a separate book to propound our thesis, 
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but as for the notion that the Greeks borrowed word for word 
from Igbo High Theology, there is absolutely no doubt.  
 
Else Elsewhere we have made the point that the Egyptian 
God, Osiris, the son of Ra was the carrier of Igbo 

thought across the continents and that he was the 
instrument of Igbo civilizing influence to the rest of the 
world. That Osiris marched out of Africa with an army of 
Black Africans is well known in the history and 
mythology of Egypt and Greece. It is also known that 
many of these Osirian soldiers dropped off on many 
Ports of the Aegean and Asia where they settled and 
founded cities and nurtured civilizations. But what is not 
known is where he took this black army from. Osiris‟ 
journey round the world was intended ab initio as a 

civilizing mission. What we know today about the Igbo 
and their strategic position in the divine mission of man 
on the planet emboldens us to suggest that Osiris would 
have been proud to establish the Igbo stock as the 
priest-kings of the earth. We have reason to suppose 
that this was exactly what Osiris did.  
 

Space does dot allow us to propound our thesis in detail, 
that Greek and Egyptian Philosophies were off-shoots of 

Igbo Cosmology. We can just summarize here and say that 
Greek/Egyptian Philosophy (as enumerated by George 
James in  Stolen Legacy) like Igbo cosmology upholds 1. 
The Deification of man; 2. The Right of man to hold 
Communion with immortals; 3. Reincarnation; 4. The 
Importance of Initiation and bodily Asceticism for the 
attainment of Illumination and Perfection; 5. A Theology of 
Salvation which taught the individual to become god-like 
while on earth through a life of virtue (impeccability), for 

there was no mediator between man and his salvation. 7. 
The Pythagorean doctrines of Union of opposites for the 
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cultivation of harmony; the Summum Bonum (Supreme 
Good) which says that man‟s greatest attainment is to 
become Godlike; and the importance of Purification and 
Disciplining of Body and Soul. As in Igbo culture, the Greeks 
divided man into tree grades: the Mortals (Ndi Nkiti); the 

Intelligences – those who have attained inner vision (Ndi 
Okacha mara); the Creators/ Sons of the Sun/ Immortals, 
those who are united with the Light (Nze na Ozo, Ndi Ichie). 
Like the Igbo, the Greeks and Egyptians before them valued 
Oratory, Rhetoric and Logic (Amala Okwu, Ilulu, Apka 
Uche)…”by which the individual became a living witness of 
the Divine Logos”. They strove for the same virtues that the 
Igbo strove for: “Temperance – complete control of the 
passion nature”, Fortitude, Courage, Prudence, “Justice, the 
unswerving righteousness of thought and action”, etc., etc. 

(Stolen Legacy, p. 27-30, 57) One only needs to read Things 
Fall Apart to see all these elements at play.  
 
THE „PEOPLE OF THE SEA‟ WHO CHANGED THE 
PHILOSOPHICAL/POLITICAL LANDSCAPE OF THE 
ANCIENT WORLD WERE PREHISTORIC 
NIGERIANS/MEGA IGBO: 

 
Democracy: government of the people, which negates 

imperialism and monarchy and upholds leadership 
through legislation by senators, judges, elders (ndi 
ichie, umunna) is native to the Igbo. The Greeks were 
not always democrats. Democracy was imposed on 
them when their monarchies were sacked by the 
invasion of the Sea People – the Carians, Achaians and 
Danians - a people who bore the ichi on their boats, and 
in some cases their faces, as a mark of their identity! 

(Plates 18,19,20,21 also show war scenes and village 

scenes involving the Black/Negro Sea People with plated 
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hair, using household utensils and items of clothing that Igbo 
people still use, 2

nd
 millennium B.C., Mycenae.)  

 
The Canaanite settlers who at one time were said to have 
Inhabited most of the Aegean Islands included sea-faring 

Phoenicians and Carians, the later bore facial scarifications 
associated with the Igbo. Herodotus, born in 484 B.C. in 
Caria, reported that the Carians also lived in Egypt and that 
“they cut their foreheads with knives” … which showed that 
they “are not Egyptians”. Martin Bernal records that Carians 
were related to the Phoenicians, which would make them 
Canaanites, hence Africans. Cretan frescoes (from Knossos, 
Santorini) show these people as black with wooly hair. Their 
boats were inscribed with the palm frond-type ichi symbols 
(plate 18) while their house hold implements and items of 

clothing included cow-horn drinking cups, woven conical hat 
with ear flaps which the Igbo call okpu-nwagwara (plate 19), 
Igbo-type carrying basket called abo/ukpa which their 
women bore on their heads (Plate 20). Bernal reported that 
“Carians and Phoenicians inhabited most of the Islands of 
the Aegean” (p. 101), and this would help to account for “the 
similarities found among the populations all around the 
Mediterranean” (.14). We might also reiterate at this point 
the fact that Canaan was the father of Phoenix, founder of 

Phoenicia, Europa (who gave her name to Europe) and 
Kadmos founder of Thebes. Phoenix was the father of 
Adonis who got his name from the Canaanite word Adon 
(Lord), which would coincide with Mega Igbo word Idu (Black 
Lord). This is the root of the Jewish title for Son of God 
„Adonai‟ frequently used for Jesus Christ in the Greek and 
Coptic traditions. Europa, says the Greek tradition, means 
„broad face‟. Its cognate in Igbo is Iri opa „broad face/moon 
face‟! 
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As for the other Sea Peoples, the Danaans and Achaians, 
the Egyptians referred to the Achaians as Ikwsh (which 
ties them with the Igbo/Kwa Akwa-nshi), for they had also 

raided Egypt before invading the Aegean (Black Athena 1, p. 
52). Achaians were the inhabitants of Anatolia. We have 

some surviving linguistic evidence that ancient Anatolians 
(present day Turkey) spoke Igbo language or a hybrid of it - 
the title of a book authored around the year 1500 by Turkish 
Admiral and renowned cartographer, Piri Reis in his native 
language: Bahariye translates into English as „Concerning 
the Sea‟. The equivalent Igbo expression of the exact same 
meaning is „Banyere iyi‟! This cannot be shear coincidence. 
The Igbo roots of West Asian and East Asian prehistoric 
languages obviously account for what Martin Bernal calls the 
“genetic relationship between Afro-asiatic and Indo-

European” the two proto languages of Africa, Europe and 
Asia. (Black Athena, p. 55) The undeniable presence of Igbo 
etymons in the formative and most basic words from the 
European and Asian linguistic environments is further proof 
Igbo origin of world civilizations. With what we now know it is 
important for African and Igbo scholars to throw deeper 
search light into the study of ancient Levantine and Aegean 
civilizations so as to further establish how ancient Black 
Africans gave the world the defining elements its civilizations 

and cultures.  
 
Bernal says that Proto Anatolian and Proto Indo-European 
are both children of Proto Indo-Hittite and that Indo 
European was already spoken in Southern Anatolia by the 
makers of the great Neolithic cultures of the 8

th
 and 7

th
 

millennia… The language moved into Greece and Crete with 
spread of Agriculture around 7,000 B.C. (Black Athena 1, p. 
13) This coincides with what Bernal refers to as the 

“hypothetical expansion of Afro-asiatic with African 
Agriculture in the 9

th
 and 8

th
 millennia B.C.” (p. 14).  Also 
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Bernal makes it clear that the Pre-dynastic cultures of Upper 
Egypt and Nubia from where the first Pharaoh of Egypt 
emerged, is of an uncontested African origin. With these, we 
begin to have clear markers of Black African origins of all the 
great world civilizations, and see the need to seek their 

aboriginal roots in ancient Nigeria where Agriculture and 
metallurgy were probably invented without external 
influence. It would equally be intruiging, in the light of this 
new knowledge, to research into the actual identity of the 
ubiquitous Hittites (Ihite is a clan-name in Igbo land) and 
their obvious ancient Nigerian origin. 
 
The kith and kin of the Achaians, the Danaans derived their 
name from their ancestor, a decrepit old man who was 
known by the title Denyen (shortened to Dene), which as 

Martin Bernal argues, is a cognate of Egyptian dni or dyn 
which means „irrigate‟, a pun alluding to the “positive 
attributes of the man as a colonizer and irrigator” (Black 

Athena 1, p. 47). Interestingly again Dyn/Denyen are 
cognates of Igbo Idey/Idenye (irrigation)! Irrigation waters or 
the rain-waters that follow age-old natural paths (idenye 
mmiri) is an age-old Igbo metaphor for aboriginality, right of 
inheritance, and especially for identifying the undisputable 
founding father of a community or group. This is captured in 

the proverb Idenye ga-agbako ebe o na-agbako, which 
means „rain water will always follow its natural paths and 
gather into ponds as it always has and always will.‟ An 
ancestor identified with the paths of rain waters, a colonizer 
identified as an irrigator is one whose impact is, to say the 
least, life-giving, at one with mother nature and eternal. The 
full and undeniable meaning of this Igbo proverb which 
defines the title of the ancestor of the Danaans is this – that 
no matter how long it takes, no matter how crooked or 

multifarious the winding paths that truth may take, it will 
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ultimately get to its final destination; at the end of its journey 
(in the fullness of time) it will come together into one whole.  
 
Indeed an Age has come full cycle and truths hidden are 
being revealed! With this obvious Igbo root of the name 

Dane, there is no doubt that the Danaans were an Igbo clan. 
Martin Bernal noted that the Biblical tribe of Dan “can be 
seen as having come originally from the Israelite 
incorporation of one of the Peoples of the Sea.” (Black 
Athena 1, p. 48). There has been much speculation among 
the Igbo that they belong to the Israelite tribe of Dan! The 
Igbo are not Danaans/Danites, but one can say that the 
Danaans or Danites of Israel are Igbo. There is a Danaan 
tribe in Ireland, ancestors of the Danish. Through them, the 
Danish can claim Igbo ancestry. They and the Irish Druids 

(Duru Idu „Lords of the Idu (Black) clan of god-men‟) were 
instrumental to the spread of Igbo cosmology throughout the 
British Isles. We have so far identified three clans that 
belonged to the Sea People who raided Europe and 
Egypt in the 2

nd
 millennium B.C., sacked all monarchies 

and installed democracies. Out of these three clans, the 
Carians bore the ichi facial scarifications (the identity 
mark of the Igbo) and their customs were close to those 
of the Igbo; the Achaians were known by the Egyptians 

as Akwa Nshi (transcribed by Bernal as Ikw-sh), the 
local name of the Ikom monoliths and its authors; and 
the Danaans identified their founding ancestor in 
obvious Igbo terms and cosmology.  

 
There are far too many coincidences for this not to be an 
obvious proof that the famed People of the Sea were 
prehistoric Nigerians, people of the Mega Igbo clan whom 
Adiele Afigbo theorizes about in his works! Most importantly 

we think we have found here the missing link as to how 
elements of the monolith writings such as the letters ki and 
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shi were transmitted to Babylon, Igbo philosophies to 
Greece and to Egypt and Igbo column writing to Crete and to 
Ireland – it was through the instrumentality of these 
prehistoric Black African/ Nigerian/ Mega Igbo civilizers, 
colonizers and primal irrigators of the human psyche! These 

were the people who first sowed the seed of what is today 
known as civilization! In fact what is generally known to 
historians worldwide is that the People of the Sea have 
always functioned as watch-dogs of civilization, and that 
throughout the course of history, whenever humanity has 
tended to derail, the People of the Sea have emerged from 
nowhere and undertaken acts of military cleansing that 
brought the world back on track. The best known of the Sea 
peoples were Phoenicians, and they too were brothers of the 
Carians and Danaans. All of them were thus Canaanites, 

children of Ham, hence Africans who had first settled in 
Palestine (long before Abraham the father of the Israelites 
was called out of Mesopotamia), and from there reached out 
into the Aegean. 
 
IGBO LANGUAGE IN THE ETYMOLOGY OF WORLD 
LANGUAGES: 

 
Proof that a people who spoke the Igbo language had 

colonized the original inhabitants of the five continents of the 
globe can be found in the presence of residual cultural and 
linguistic elements that we have clearly identified as Igbo in 
languages still spoken today in those continents. Incidentally 
most Igbo words that have been adapted into these far-flung 
languages are usually from the Orlu/Okigwe dialectal area. 
In the British Isles where the god Eri is known as Erin and 
was the central deity, and where the Duru (Igbo word for 
„Lord‟) titled dwarfs established the magic cult of Druids, Igbo 

cognates abound: English – „man‟ (Igbo - mmanu), English 
„choir‟ (ukwe),English „say‟ (saa, si). Others are - go (gaa) 
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me (mi), animal (anumanu), prayer (ekpere), look (lekiri), 
draw (doro), chair (oche), land (ala, alandi), long (ogologo), 
fair (mfe), marine (mmiri), six (isii), fly (felie), rot (retoo), cock 
(okuko), cut (kutuo), nine (itenani), create (kere), cup (iko), 
eye (anya).  

 
Available evidence from Asia strongly suggests that a black 
race of little people with the exact same cultural, domestic 
and religious practices as the Kwa of West Africa actually 
populated Southern India, because of still existing similarities 
in the village lives of these two peoples. The people of 
Burma have the ichi quadrangle as their national symbol and 
they and other Asians, such as Malaysians and Dravidian 
Indians build their houses with the exact same architecture 
employed by the Kwa people of Nigeria, using palm leaves 

(thatch) and mud in the exact same ways. The Japanese 
language shares the same lexical structure with Igbo 
language to the point where the two languages have similar 
words and names, though often with different meanings, a 
phenomenon deserving of study.  
 
The Chinese case is very interesting because our study 
reveals that their earliest ancestors spoke Igbo language or 
an early form of it, because countless Igbo words have 

survived in the Chinese language vocabulary. If we go by 
what was quoted earlier from Myer about Chaldeans and 
Akkadians being an African Black race of Mesopotamia and 
having founded the Chinese civilization in the 3

rd
 millennium 

B.C., then the presence of numerous Igbo „basic words‟ in 
Chinese language would be a clear confirmation of our 
earlier expressed position that the Mesopotamians and 
Babylonians were Black Africans, and more importantly that 
they were ancient Nigerians of Kwa stock.  
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In Chinese and in Igbo: suo means „to shrink‟, „to say/to 
pronounce‟; in Chinese and in Igbo ti means „to put forward‟; 
others are Chinese/Igbo: wa „to dig/ to excavate‟; 
Chinese/Igbo: tuo „to cast off‟; Chinese/Igbo: mo „to sharpen‟ 
(knife); Chinese/Igbo: li „to stand‟; Chinese/Igbo: jie „to take 

hold of‟; Chinese/Igbo: zhi „ to point at/to show‟. Other 
equally obvious lexical similarities between the two 
languages are: Chinese fei, Igbo fe „to fly‟; Chinese: mai „to 
bury‟, Igbo: mai „to cast into the ground‟ (Orlu/Okigwe 
dialect); Chinese: ni „clay/mud‟, Igbo: ani „earth‟; Chinese: 
manyi „be pleased/satisfied‟, Igbo: masi „to be pleasing to‟. 
There are countless other examples of similarities in sound 
and meaning between the two languages indicating without 
doubt that there was an Igbo presence in China at the 

formative stages of the Chinese language, or simply that 

Igbo speakers birthed the Chinese language and culture. 
Proof of Igbo cultural origins of the I-Ching, the center-point 
of the Chinese Cabbala (or Book of Changes), do exist 
among the Igbo Ukwu artifacts and has been amply 
illustrated in our forthcoming book on Igbo origins.  
 
Emerging facts which we are still working on, and which was 
partially mentioned in The Gram Code is that the Nok 
artifacts bear Chinese-like facial structures and decorative 

coiffure. We have been recently informed that there is a tribe 
in the Jos plateau (the heart of the Nok region) that still 
speaks a language close to Chinese. These pieces of 
evidence would suggest that Chinese language and 
civilization were products of the Niger Benue Confluence 
civilization where the Kwa civilization was born and grew to 
maturity – capital of the Mega Igbo civilization of ancient 
Biafra. The fact that Igbo language was at the root of this 
civilization cements this assertion. 
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Canaanite linguistic elements with obvious Niger-Congo/Igbo 
roots abound, such as the presence of labiovelars like kw (in 
the pronunciation of q) and gw in the earliest forms of the 
Canaanite language, in Proto-Indo-European and in 
languages within the Canaanite range of influence such as 

Greek and West Semitic. Similarities in sound and meaning 
abound between Igbo and Canaanite oriented languages: 
Greek kosm (cosmos) from Canaanite qsm (to distribute or 
arrange), Igbo kwasama (to distribute, arrange in an outward 
direction); Canaanite shn (hate), Igbo ashi (hate); Semitic 
mhr (be in front), Igbo mahara (go in front of); the name of 
the Greek God „Apollo‟ is derived from Canaanite-
Phoenician Hprr (where h was usually transcribed as o) 
would coincides to Igbo Opara (First Son, of God?). Apollo 
as Hprr was titled Harma-chis – „Horus of the rising Sun‟, 

showing that in Igbo and in Greek chi was identified with the 
sun and with deity.  Apollo was Didymos or a twin (Igbo word 
Ejima – twin – sounds close enough). The definite 
demonstrative pronoun ha (Hebrew), ho (Greek); se/he Indo-
European, has an equivalent in Igbo a/ahu (as in onye a / 
onye ahu); Ethiopic and West Semitic gwe, gway (wide 
valley) coincide with Igbo ngwo (wide valley) and gwuo 
(make a ditch); with time, Canaanite gw broke down to g and  
Gweye became geye (Gaia in Greek: name of the  watery 

planet said to have been cleaved into two by collision with 
another planet, the second half having been covered with 
water to form earth) coincides with Igbo word Ngwo-Iyi (deep 
ravine of water). It is on record that due to their 
Kadmean/Phoenician ancestry, the Thebans were regarded 
as crown princes of the Aegean, and were thus called in the 
local tongue Pelops, which translates as „Crown Prince‟. The 
Igbo word for Crown Prince would be Opala Okpu, which 
sounds very similar to Pelop! Interestingly the Pelops 

otherwise called Pelop-id were deposed by “the Heracl-ids or 
descendants of the gods and the earlier Egypto-Phoenician 
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ruling dynasties” (Black Athena 1, p. 60). If Id is a short form 
for Idu, then Pelop-id and Heracl-id would be Opala-okpu-Idu 
(black crown prince) and Eri-kalu-Idu (black god-man, with 
the prefix Her- being derived from Heru or Horus). 
Interestingly, the Pelops include Achaians and Danaans, 

ancestors of Agamemnon and Menelaos of the Homeric 
myth, whom we have already identified as an Igbo-speaking 
people. We can add here that the okpu (Igbo for crown/cap) 
which is here implied can be none other than the okpu-
nwagwara, the Igbo woven conical hat worn by titled men 
and ozo which is recorded in an Aegean fresco of the 2

nd
 

millennium B.C. (plate 19). 
 
Igbo also seems to have been at the origin of Egyptian cult 
words, which would indicate an ancient mega-Igbo 

priesthood in Egypt. Examples are: Egyptian ntt – „to weave‟ 
is a cognate of Igbo ntutu or itu – „to weave‟; Egyptian aakhu 
„light‟ is related to Igbo oku „light‟, „fire‟; Egyptian cult word 
hike „power‟ is a cognate of Igbo ike „power‟; Egyptian maa 
„to perceive or examine as a way of obtaining knowledge‟ is 
the same in sound and meaning as Igbo ma „to know‟, mata 
„to know‟; Egyptian bu „endless‟, „infinite‟ is related to Igbo 
ibu „large‟, „extensive‟; Egyptian bu maa „extensive 
knowledge‟ and maat „Truth based on extensive knowledge‟ 

are clearly Igbo cognates of Ibu (extensive) and mmata 
(knowing, Truth). The Egyptian reference to the Achaians as 
Ikw-sh (Akwa-Nshi) does add up as evidence that the 
ancient Egyptians sheared with ancient Southern Nigerians, 
the knowledge of the culture of the god-men whom the Kwa 
called Akwa-Nshi. This is confirmed by the presence of 
inscriptions of the name of an Egyptian god (Ra, the grand 
father of Horus) on the monoliths of Southern Nigeria. 
Another intriguing discovery in this regard is the recorded 

fact that Egyptian Pharaohs placed inestimable value on 
dwarfs (Akwa-NshiNwa Nshi) from West African lands 
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bordering the Atlantic, lands which they called Yam or Mine 
Land and its people “horizon dwellers”. One more equally 
intriguing fact is that Egyptian Pharaohs compared 
themselves to these Holy and sacred dwarfs/Pygmies whose 
divine dance they called ”the dances of the gods”, and some 

of them, like Assyrian kings, took titles like Isesi (Isheshi - 
Lord of Eshi), to identify themselves as descendants of 
Akwa-Nshi/Black African god-men. See Myriam Lichtheim, 
Ancient Egyptian Literature, Vol. 1, 2006, p. 26, 27, 48). 
 
THE IGBO ORIGIN OF THE HEBREW NAME OF GOD: 

Igbo generic word iyi „water‟, „river‟ or „sea‟ appears to have 
been the foundational etymon of the Canaanite religion and 
to have given birth not only to the names of the major rivers 
in Palestine, but to the names of God in the Canaanite, 

Judaic and Cretan/Greek religions. Thus we have the root 
word Yam „sea‟ being the title of the sea god Poseidon of 
Greece and Crete and of the Canaanite/Syrian god Sidon or 
Seth of the Hyksos and the Egyptians, sounding like a 
cognate of the Igbo phrase Iyi Oma meaning „The Glorious 
Sea‟). The Nag Hammadi, which extols the name Seth as 
the name of the seed of the true Adam, also maintains that 
the nature of God is in the flowing waters and that Adam‟s 
son, “Seth … instituted the holy baptism that surpasses 

heaven by means of the incorruptible one, begotten by the 
Word, the Living Jesus, with whom great Seth had been 
clothed”. Jesus and Seth are titled  “Yesseus … living water 
… eternal being … Child, ES ES …”  and the book in 
question is named “The Egyptian Gospel, a holy secret 
book, written by God … Jesus Christ, Son of God, Savior, 
ICH-THYS” (Quoted from The Holy Book of the Great 
Invisible Spirit, The Nag Hammadi, p. 265-269). “Yesseus … 
living water” a vernacular reference to Jesus, coincides with 

Igbo Iyi-Eshi – Waters of Eshi, while the references to the 
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Savior as “Child, ES ES” sound like Igbo expression Eshi-
Eshi. 
  
Of the six main rivers in Palestine, four: Jordan River, 
Yarkon River, Yarmuk River and Jabbok River bear prefixes 

rooted in the Igbo etymon Iyi (river): Jordan, a possible 
cognate of Igbo Iyi Odu Ani „River at the Earth‟s Bottom‟ 
flows from the Dead Sea rift, reputed to be the lowest point 
below sea level on earth, at a depth of minus 3280 feet! In 

name and in location it fits the Igbo phrase Iyi Odu Ani. 
Likewise, Litani River rising from Mount Hermon, Palestine‟s 
highest peaks (9232 ft above sea level) seems to have 

taken its name from the Igbo word Nlite-Ani which means 
„from the earth‟s rising peaks‟! Again a total match! 

Yarmuk River and Jabbok River would thus translate as Iyi 

ama okwu „the sea knows no disputes‟ and Iyi abu Okwu „the 
river causes no disputes‟. These names reflect the long 
years of communal strife in Palestine during which opposing 
camps shared the same water sources. The Igbo linguistic 
roots of these names also indicate the antiquity of 
Igbo/Canaanite presence in Palestine, since it is usually the 
autochthonous inhabitants who name the rivers.  These 
findings help to reinforce our thesis of a global Mega 
Igbo community that brought the first language, the first 

culture  and the first human civilizations worldwide.  

 
Basic words from the Hebrew Cabbala/Qabbala also reflect 
Igbo roots. The most important word in Hebrew Cabbala is 
Sephirot. Sephirot (singular form is Sephirah) is a word that 
defines the manifestations of the deity. The word, which 
means „expressions of God‟ is derived from Hebrew saper 
(to tell, to declare or express God) could have derived from 
Igbo phrase sapu ire/sape eri (loosen the tongue/speak forth 

about the god Eri); Hebrew vernacular word Qabbala means 
„tradition‟, Igbo equivalent Kwu-ba ala means „restore 
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tradition‟. There are ten Sephirot, the fourth of which is 
named Tipheret, „Beauty‟, „Adornment‟. It could have been 
derived from Igbo tie-efe „to dress up‟, „to adorn‟.  
 
The Nag Hammadi Scripture’s definition of God is in two 

phases: The invisible, unknowable, unutterable One who is 
neither male nor female, and about which nothing is known 
nor can be said beheld himself in and revealed Itself/Himself 
only to “the light surrounding Him, which is the spring of 
living water (that) provides all the realms… his image … the 
Spring of the Spirit … (and he) became enamored to (this) 
luminous water, for his image is in the luminous water 
surrounding him” (p. 110, The Secret Book of John). This 
thought, this image became a reality and shone forth from 
the unknowable one to become the “First power who 

preceded everything … the Mother-Father, the First Human 
(First Adam), the Holy Spirit, the Triple Power (Trinity), the 
androgynous One who is at once Parent and child, and 
whose three names begin with n as in Igbo – nne [Mother], 
nna [Father], nwa [Child].  
 
This second Phase-Divinity is the only Knowable God, the 
God that has revealed itself to humanity. Nag Hammadi calls 
this aspect of God, “She – the Mother-Father”, and as we 

have seen, her nature is luminous water, spring of living 
water, flowing water. 
  
Though current Igbo culture recognizes the flowing water as 
a deity, the aspect of water as the Great invisible Spirit of 
God (Chukwu) appears to have been lost in antiquity, though 
evidence that this belief once existed can be gleaned from 
the fact that in Igbo culture the great ancestral spirits of the 
masquerade are said to have their home in the sea „Iyi Owu’. 

Likewise, in Canaanite culture, names for rivers and for God 
are rooted in the Igbo etymon Iyi as in El-yon (Most High 
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God), Igbo Elu-Iyi (High Waters); Greek word Yahweh  from 
Hebrew/Canaanite Ieue, (The Self Existent) is a cognate of 
Igbo Iyi-Owe/Iyi Onwe (The Self Existent Waters). The 
Cabbala name for the Unknowable God from whom 
emanated the Father and all other Sephirah is Ein Sof or Ein 

Sofor („The Concealed Fountain/Spring‟), Igbo Iyi Nso Ofor 
(the Concealed/Forbidden Fountain of Power). Greek 
„Messiah‟ from Canaanite Mashiah, Igbo Mma Eshi Iyi (the 
Glorious Son of the Sun, Luminous Living Water); Cabbala - 
Yihudim („unifications‟ of the names of  God‟) is equivalent to 
Igbo -Iyi aha dum (the Waters/God in whom unite all names).  
 
The Cabbala says that Adam‟s Fall was a 
breaking/smashing to pieces of the unity of the Godhead and 
that the process of restoration, “repair” or “fixing” of Adam‟s 

scattered soul, or of restoring the original unity of the 
universe, is called Tikkun (E. Prophet, Kabbala, Ibid., p. 152-
153). Igbo equivalent of Tikkun is tiko-onu meaning „unite -‟, 
„bind -‟, „join separate parts together‟! The universal pre-
eminence of the Tikkun/Tikonu philosophy is expressed in 
the Igbo Eucharistic symbolism embedded in the ritual of the 
kola nut (Oji), a seed whose divided lobes always stick 

together. Whenever the Kola is broken and shared in Igbo 
land, the ritual is done with the highest reverence and 

equanimity; with incantations intoning the spirit of unity, one 
Life, one Love, one God and one Igbo God-race. Oji is the 
embodiment, not just the symbol, but the spirit, of Life and 
Love, which is God. Oji is older than the Christian 
Eucharistic bread of the Hindu and the Hebrew which was 
only introduced after bread was invented. With all that has 
been said, it goes without saying that Igbo Eucharist is the 
precursor of the Christian Eucharis! It is the remembrance of 
the Eternal Union and the Eternal Day when the Igbo lived in 

the Eternal Light of the Great Invisible God.                                                                                                                                  
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The fact that Sub-Saharan Africa was technically isolated 
from the rest of the world, yet developed its own Metal Age 
at an indeterminate period in human history, would tend to 
suggest that Black Africa was most likely the world‟s first 
inventors of metal-working. A dug-out canoe unearthed in 

Yobe State, Nigeria by German archaeologists from the 
university of Frankfurt, was dated 8,000 B.C. – ten thousand 
years ago, a mere two thousand year after the Deluge! This 
points to the use of metal implements in the early Neolithic 
period in Sub-Saharan Africa, and supports our thesis that 
the Canaan metallurgists were Black Africans and that the 
invention of metal was an African first! 8,000 B.C is so close 
to the date of the Flood of Noah, that one must conclude that 
West Africans worked metal in the Pre-Deluge period. Most 
likely the Yobe boat might have been sunk by the Deluge! In 

fact The Book of Enoch (Prophet, Forgotten Mysteries of 
Enoch, p. 427) records that Ham built a city immediately 
after the Deluge and named it after his wife – Ne elatama’uk, 
sparking off jealousy among his brothers, who then tried to 
imitate him. This portrays Ham (the father of the Black 
Africans) as the master technologist of the human family 
since no one can build a city without the use of metal 
implements. In Igbo Ne-eleta m ukwu means „the one who 
nurtures my heaps‟. 
 
CONCLUSION:  

 
The Nag Hammadi books such as The Secret Book of John 
(which is said to contain hidden mysteries revealed to John, 
the brother of James by Jesus Christ after the Ascension); 
The Holy Book of the Great invisible Spirit (a book that was 
most likely written or dictated by Jesus himself because it 
details mysteries that could not emanate from any man; The 

Revelation of Adam and a host of others insist that there 
were two Gods: the God of Shem and the God of “Ham and 
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Japheth” (Ham was always mentioned before Japheth). One 
of the Savior‟s central hidden messages in The Nag 
Hammadi Scriptures is that Ham and Japheth, together with 
Jesus himself, are the spiritual descendants of Seth, 
Adam‟s true son from the One True God, while Shem, the 

ancestor of the Semitic family of nations, to which the 
Israelites belong, is the classical antagonist of the Sethian 

spiritual lineage. Another central message of the Nag 
Hammadi is that the God that is known in the Hebrew Bible 
through the Judaic religion, is not the same God whom 
Jesus refers to as „My Father‟. Jesus‟ crucifixion by Jewish 
leaders was because they recognized that his teaching was 
in direct opposition to their religion and that he cast 
aspersion at their God, Jehovah also called Yahweh. Jesus 
never mentioned God by name and insists in The Nag 

Hammadi Scriptures that God has no name, and that any 
being with a name could only have been named by some 
one pre-existent to itself. Jesus repudiated the Sabbath, 
saying that God being infinite and incorporeal does not need 
a day of rest as human beings do. This rejection was mutual 
because the Jewish people have rebuffed Jesus and his 
religion to this day and are still waiting for the “true” Messiah 
of the Jews to come.  
 

In fact the Biblical record of Jesus‟ ancestry clearly states 
that he was descended through David and Jesse from the 
unbroken lineage of a Moabite (Canaanite) woman named 
Ruth. This is the only message of The Book of Ruth. Jesus 
Canaanite origin  through the husbandless Moabite woman, 
Ruth, and the equally „husbandless‟ Mary underscores the 
fact that there was more Canaanite and less Hebrew blood 
in him. And this was a direct denial of the fierce injunction of 
Yahweh that Israelites must never mix their blood with that of 
Canaanites either by marriage or by spoils of war. Yahweh 
insisted that all Canaanite communities should be 
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exterminated, man and beast alike, to prevent genetic, 
hence religious mix-ups. All Abraham‟s wars and those 
of his descendants were fought for one reason and one 
reason alone – to exterminate the Canaanites and 
possess their land and in so doing, wipe out their 

religion. This injunction is clearly delineated in The Temple 

Scroll and The War Scroll among the books of The Dead 
Sea Scrolls: 

 

In the cities of the people I give you as inheritance, you should not leave 

alive any creature. Indeed you shall utterly exterminate the Hittites, the 

Amorites, the Canaanites, the Hivites, the Jebusites … as I have 

commanded you, that they may not teach you to practice … (as they do) 

to their gods. (Gerza Vermes transl., The Complete Dead Sea Scrolls in 

English, 2004, p. 217) 

 

All the tribes mentioned in the text are Canaanite tribes. 
Clearly the enmity between the Israelites and the Canaanites 
and the latter‟s brethren, which includes the Egyptians (the 
descendants of Ham‟s first son Mizraim) - a land extolled in 
The Nag Hammadi Scriptures, is a direct fall-out of the war 
of two gods – the God of Jesus, Adam, Seth, Ham, Canaan 
and the Igbo – the kingless generation - on the one hand, 

and the God of Noah, Shem, Abraham, Jacob and the 
Israelites on the other. The Dead Sea Scrolls records (in The 
Temple Scroll) that Yahweh instructed Moses that “when you 
enter the land which I give you … you my surely appoint 
over you the king whom I will choose. It is from among your 
brothers that you will appoint a king over you.” (Ibid., p. 213) 
This clearly shows that the Israelites could not be the same 
“kingless generation” mentioned in the Nag Hammadi. A 
passage in The War Scroll demonstrates the eternal 

command by Yahweh to the Israelites to exterminate the 
sons of Seth:  
 

A star shall come out of Jacob and a scepter shall rise out of Israel. He 

shall smite the temples of Moab (Jesus‟ ancestral roots) and destroy all 
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the children of Seth. He shall rule out of Jacob and cause the survivors 

of the city to perish. The enemy shall be his possession and Israel shall 

accomplish mighty deeds. (The Complete Dead Sea Scrolls in English, p. 

176) 

 
The Lost Book of Enki confirms the insinuations of the 
Forbidden Book of Enoch that Noah was a child of the 
Nephilim god Enki. Thus, by primogeniture, his first son was 
dedicated to the Nephilim tradition and worshipped the male 

deity, Jahweh whose other name was Marduk/Ra, the first 
son of Enki. Ham, Noah‟s second son, thus became the first 
son in the lineage of the true God, the Great Invisible Spirit 
described in The Nag Hammadi as female in essence. Here 
we find the reason why the Hamites (Canaanites/Kwa, 
Egyptians, etc.) undertook to migrate to Africa after the 
Deluge to be united with the autochthonous Igbo who still 
held the true light of the living God – the only people who did 
not experience the Fall. But unfortunately Marduk followed 
them as Eri to divide and possibly rule them, in the hope to 

exterminate the memory, the worship, the religion and the 
light of the True God and convert them as his own. However, 
what happened was that rather than convert the Igbo to his 
own service, Marduk himself got converted and became a 
servant of the true God, albeit an imperfect one. But we do 
not have the space to go into all that in this short article.  
 
What all these show is that the Igbo nations with their Kwa 
brethren have been in the epicenter of the world match of 

civilizations and the global struggle for supremacy among 
the gods of old. We have taken great pains to establish Igbo 
divine roots within the family of nations, its Pre-diluvial 
origins, its undeniable contributions to global civilizations and 
its Pre-Christian models of the message of Jesus Christ. 
Because we have delved into hitherto uncharted waters, it 
was unavoidable that this piece would be long. Our aim was 
to make our argument convincing enough to awaken new 
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interest in this subject among scholars of Igbo and Kwa 
Studies and Sub-Saharan African Studies all over the world, 
and to induce a heightened sense of pride among Igbo 
people and their Kwa brethren in knowing who they are. The 
African Hamitic link is undeniable and ought to be 

researched by all Black Africans. This is just the tip of the 
iceberg. There is so much more that we cannot bring into 
this article, but which will be part of our soon to be published 
book on the subject.  
 
It would, for example, be interesting to research into the 
many identities of the Sumerian/ Egyptian god Marduk/Ra as 
this entity seemed to have been connected with the West 
African god of the mountains, fire, rain and metal Vulcan, 
also called Yam in Palestine and Poseidon in the Aegean. 

Egyptians called the hidden lands of West African dwarfs 
Yam; Ra/Eri gave the Yam tuber to the Igbo. What link is 
there? Plato‟s Timaeus records Poseidon as the god who 
constructed the magnificent city of Atlantis in the Atlantic 
Ocean and surrounded it with concentric circles of land and 
water where he secured his wife Cleito, an earth woman he 
captured in the Altantean village of Cerne. Is there any link 
with Igbo obsession with concentric circles? There is a 
Cerne village in Ireland in the region associated with the 

ancient mound builders that could be linked to the West 
African mound builders of Panchea. What link is there 
between the Pancheans (Akwa-nshi) and the mythical 
Guancheas of the Canary Islands? What link is there 
between the Kwa and the Grooved Ware People, global 
builders of stone megaliths, so called because of the 
grooves they make on their pottery as the Kwa have always 
done and still do?  
 

Marduk/Ra, like Poseidon married an earth woman, 
Sarpanit. Marduk‟s father Enki/ Ptah was reputed to have 
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been responsible for the Fall of divine Adam and Eve. His 
semen implanted into Eve (captured in the Biblical myth of 
the serpent and the apple) was responsible for the derailing 
of God‟s plan of humanity as a race of god-men, because 
Enki and his band of extra-terrestrial gods were the same 

degenerate beings whom the Bible called Nephilim. The 
Greek god Zeus on his own part was reputed to have 
abducted a Canaanite earth woman from Tyre and to have 
planted her in Crete causing her father Agenor (also called 
Canaan), and brothers Phoenix (the founder of Phoenicia), 
Kadmon (the founder of the Cretan civilization), and others 
to migrate to the Aegean in search of her, transporting their 
culture and founding cities in the process. The girl‟s name 
was Europa (meaning „Broad face‟) – she gave her name 

to the continent of Europe. Her mother‟s name was 
Telephassa (meaning „Far shining light‟; see index pages 

Robert Graves, Greek Myths I). Iruopa is Igbo word for 
„Broad face‟ and Telephassa is an obvious cognate of Igbo 
expression - Ife sateela - „When light shines far‟. The fact 
that the names of mother and daughter are Igbo, is an 
indication that the family in question were of Igbo stock and 
that the indigenous occupants of the African continent who 
were met in situ by the Biblical Nephilim/Sky beings were a 
people who spoke the Igbo language (The Lost Book of 

Enki). At the same time the lending of Iruopa‟s name to the 
continent of Europe, shows how far-reaching Igbo impact 
has been on the world at large. Is the story of Europa  the 
missing link of how perhaps Nkannu of Wawa (Royal 
Khennu of UaUa recorded in the Pyramid texts, see The 
Gram Code) became Canaan, how his friendship with Ra 
(Eri) might have cost him his beautiful daughter Iruopa;  how 
Igbo tradition left the shores of Igbo land to populate the 
world as Canaan and his sons sought after their beloved 

daughter/sister?  
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Kadmon, Agenor‟s eldest son was said to have eloped with 
his mother while this tragedy lasted. There is a similar story 
in Ndi Ichie Akwa Mythology about Oduduwa, the perceived 
father of the Yoruba nation, eloping with the wife of his 
brother Nkwo, the father of the Igbo nation and begetting 

Edo by her. Edo oral traditions say that the Sky god Iso, was 
angry with his younger son Oto for violating his marital bed 
by sleeping with his younger wife and begetting a son called 
Igbon (the ancestor of the Igbo nation). (The Great Benin 1, 
p. 30-32) The Old Testament Hebrew Bible says that Noah 
was angry with his son Ham for seeing his nakedness and 
instead of cursing Ham, he cursed the latter‟s youngest son 
Canaan. Why? Was it perhaps, his mother‟s nakedness that 
Ham saw, and did he, as a result of this encounter, beget 
Canaan by his mother? This sounds more plausible than the 

Biblical reasoning. Considering that Noah was fathered by 
the Nephilim and was born white/hybrid/mutant as a result, 
did Ham, the only black son of Noah, in having a son 
(Canaan) by his mother, seek to maintain a fully divine 
(100% Sethian/black) bloodline? What, if any, was Igbo 
connection to Atlantis, whose submergence has been 
equated with the Flood of Noah in Sumerian texts? Was Igbo 
the thriving civilization in Atlantis before the Flood? These 
questions are answered in our forthcoming book on the 

subject. 
 
1,500 B.C. was the precise time the Linea A (column writing) 
script was introduced to Crete (plate 21) and the dawn of the 
Iron Age in Europe! Herodotus reported that the Carians, 
who were related by lineage to Minos - the son of Europa 
(Iruopa), had an egalitarian society like the Igbo, where all 
men were considered equal. Like the Igbo they paid no 
tribute to any king and had no king themselves. Like the Abia 

Igbo they observed matriarchy and like all Igbo clans they 
maintained an age grade system. Like the Igbo in Africa, 
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they were the most famous people of their time. Like the 
Igbo of Nigeria/Biafra were great inventors. They were 
worshippers of Apollo (Canaanite pronunciation is Oparra), 
the Aegean Christ. And to crown it all, they bore fore-head 
scarification marks made with knife cuts just like the Igbo 

ichi. Their tribal name Car might have been derived from 
Okwara, Igbo word for First Son. Even the word Christ 
seems to be related to the Igbo word Okwara-Eshi – „Son of 
the Mother Goddess‟! Did the Igbo call themselves Okwara 
in ancient times? Is this the origin of the generic name Kwa? 
These are questions begging for answers. We believe that if 
as Ndi Ichie Akwa Mythology states, leadership of the world 
fell on the Igbo nation by primogeniture from Aam through 
Ham, it is Canaan who was most likely conceived through a 
union of his father Ham and his grand mother (Noah‟s wife) 

that the only remaining true Black race was preserved, and 
that these Canaanites who followed Marduk‟s family to Sub-
Saharan Africa to be joined with their true Black Pre-Adam 
Acheulian Mega Igbo kin, were the same people who 
accompanied the Marduk lineage of Gods in their civilizing 
missions around the world. These were the Kwa of West 
Africa! It must be noted that their discovery of the 
autochthons, “the little heaven beings”, the Akwa Nshi or 
Igbo Nwanshi in Punt/Panchea/Nigeria-Cameroon 

geographic environment was the ticket to the colonization of 
the world.  
 
Through his affiliation with these sons and daughters of 
the True God (the Nameless Unknowable One, whom 
The Lost Book of Enki calls The Creator of All), Marduk 
gained global power over all the Nephilim gods, whom 
he then banished to remote places under the earth, 
where they still remain, having been barred from 

returning to their home planet! Then, with the dawn of 
the Age of the Ram (ca. 4,000 B.C.), Marduk, an 
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extraterrestrial humanoid, a Nephilim, reinvented 
himself and began his unchallenged reign as the 
„representative‟s of the One God, the Creator of All, 
adopting all the names of all the great Gods of his time 
including Yahweh. Being unable to exercise absolute 

control over the Canaanite god-men, he soon fell out of 
love with them. The answer was to create a clan of 
attack dogs to exterminate them for him and sell him to 
the world as the only God there is. Thus was the new 
monotheism of Abraham‟s lineage born, for as the Igbo 
say, agwochaa ara ofodu ochi, The now recycled 
Marduk still could not abandon his egocentric and war-
mongering excesses, which was what prompted 
Mahatma Gandhi to say that “the problem with Jahweh 
is that he thinks he is God”. 

 
With all that has been said, it seems safe to conclude at this 
point that the original language spoken by the Kwa linguistic 
family (Proto Kwa) has been preserved to a large extent 
among today‟s Igbo speakers. We believe this was the point 
that Afigbo wanted to stress in his Proto-Kwa or Mega-Igbo 
hypothesis. (Afigbo, Ibid., p. 34) It is possible to determine 
how far backwards in time this original Kwa-Igbo language 
can be traced by checking how far backwards in time the 

Igbo words go, because, as Merritt Ruhlen states in The 
Origin of Language, similarities in form and meaning 
between words from different languages can only be 
accounted for through “convergence, borrowing and 
common origin.” (p. 11-12) Thus Igbo words like Adaam – I 

have Fallen (Adam); Nna oha – „Father of nations‟ (Noah); 
Chinese name for Noah is Nuwa, its Igbo equivalent is Nna 
uwa - „Father of the whole world‟; Nshi/Eshi Igbo equivalent 
of Enosh/Enshi (son of Seth) – „Lord of mankind‟, „Righteous 

Shepherd‟; Igbo observation of leadership by primogeniture 
(first son) as observed from Adam and his entire lineage, all 
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add up to link the Igbo stock directly, through Canaan and 
Ham to the family of Adam and Eve and to the language 
they spoke – the Proto-proto-language of humanity – the 
one-world language of the autochthonous earthlings whose 
remnants still go by the name Igbo!  
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